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Introduction 

One 

In this book I want to take issue with the view which informs 

the 'common sense' in a majority of Western societies: the 

idea that the stage of economico-political development that 

we have now reached constitutes a great progress in the evolu

tion of humanity and that we should celebrate the possi

bilities that it opens. Sociologists claim that we have entered 

a 'second modernity' in which individuals liberated from 

collective ties can now dedicate themselves to cultivating a 

diversity of lifestyles, unhindered by antiquated attachments. 

The 'free world' has triumphed over communism and, with 

the weakening of collective identities, a world 'without 

enemies' is now possible. Partisan confucts are a thing of the 

past and consensus can now be obtained through dialogue. 

Thanks to globalization and the universalization of liberal 

democracy, we can expect a cosmopolitan future bringing 

peace, prosperity and the implementation of human rights 

worldwide. 

I want to challenge this 'post-political' vision. My main 
target will be those in the progressive camp who accept this 

opcimiscic view of globalizacion and have become the advo

cates of a consensual form of democracy. Scrutinizing some 

of the fashionable theories which underpin the post-political 

Zeitgeist in a series of fields - sociology. political theory and 

international relations - I will argue that such an approach is 
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profoundly mistaken and that, instead of contributing to a 

'democratization of democracy', it is at the origin of many 

of the problems that democratic institutions are currently 

facing. Notions such as 'partisan-free democracy', 'dialogic 

democracy', ·cosmopolitan democracy', ·good governance'. 

'global civil society', 'cosmopolitan sovereignty', 'absolute 

democracy' - to quote only a few of the currently fashion

able notions - all partake of a common anti-political vision 

which refuses to acknowledge the antagonistic dimension 

constitutive of 'the political'. T heir aim is the establishment 

of a world 'beyond left and right', 'beyond hegemony', 

'beyond sovereignty' and 'beyond antagonism'. Such a 

longing reveals a complete lack of understanding of what is 

at stake in democratic politics and of the dynamics of consti

tution of political identities and, as we will see, it contributes 

to exacerbating the antagonistic potential existing in 

society. 

A significant part of my argument will consist in examining 

the consequences of the negation of antagonism in several 
areas, both in theory and in politics. It is my contention that 

envisaging the aim of democratic politics in terms of con

sensus and reconciliation is not only conceptually mistaken, it 

is also fraught with political dangers. The aspiration to a world 

where the we/they discrimination would have been over

come is based on flawed premises and those who share such 

a vision are bound to miss the real task facing democratic 

politics. 

To be sure this blindness to antagonism is not new. Demo

cratic t11eory has long been informed by the belief that the 

inner goodness and original innocence of human beings was 

a necessary condition for asserting the viability of democracy. 

An idealized view of human sociability, as being essentially 



moved by empathy and reciprocity, has generally provided the 

basis of modern democratic political thinking. Violence and 

hostility are seen as an archaic phenomenon, to be eliminated 

thanks to the progress of exchange and the establishment, 

through a social contract, of a transparent communication 

among rational participants. Those who challenged this 

optimistic view were automatically perceived as enemies of 

democracy. Few attempts have been made to elaborate the 

democratic project on an anthropology which acknowledges 

the ambivalent character of human sociability and the fact 

that reciprocity and hostility cannot be dissociated. And des

pite what we have learned through different disciplines, the 

optimistic anthropology is still prevalent today. For instance, 

more than half a century after Freud's death, the resistance to 

psychoanalysis in political theory is still very strong and its 

lessons about the ineradicability of antagonism have not yet 

been assimilated. 

I contend that the belief in the possibility of a universal 

rational consensus has put democratic thinking on the wrong 

track. Instead of trying to design the institutions which, 

through supposedly 'impartial' procedures, would reconcile 

all conflicting interests and values, the task for democratic 

theorists and politicians should be to envisage the creation of 

a vibrant 'agonistic' public sphere of contestation where dif

ferent hegemonic political projects can be confronted. This is, 

in my view, the sine qua non for an effective exercise of dem

ocracy. There is much talk today of 'dialogue' and 'deliber

ation' but what is the mean.lug of such words in the political 

field, if no real choice is at hand and if the participants in the 

discussion are not able to decide between clearly differentiated 

alternatives? 

I have 110 doubt that the liberals who think that rational 
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agreement can be reached in politics, and who see democratic 

institutions as the vehicle for finding the rational answer to 
the different problems of society, will accuse my conception 

of the political of being 'nihilistic'. And so will those on the 

ultra-left who believe in the possibility of an 'absolute dem

ocracy'. There is no point in trying to convince them that my 

agonistic approach is informed by the 'true' understanding of 
'the political'. I will follow a different route. What I will do is 

bring to the fore the consequences for democratic politics of 
the denial of 'the political' as I define it. I will reveal how the 

consensual approach, instead of creating the conditions for a 

reconciled society. leads to the emergence of antagonisms 

that an agonistic perspective, by providing those conllicts 

with a legitimate form of expression, would have managed to 

avoid. In that way I hope to demonstrate that acknowledging 

the ineradicability of the conflictual dimension in social life, 

far from undermining the democratic project, is the necessary 

condition for grasping the challenge to which democratic 

politics is confronted. 
Because of the rationalism prevalent in liberal political 

discourse, it is often among conservative theorists that I have 

found crucial insights for an adequate understanding of the 

political. They can better shake our dogmatic assumptions 

than liberal apologists. This is why I have chosen to conduct 

my critique of liberal thought under the aegis of such a con
troversial thinker as Carl Schmitt. I am convinced that there is 

much that we can learn from him, as one of the most brilliant 

and intransigent opponents of liberalism. I am perfectly aware 

that, because of Schmitt's compromise with nazism, such a 

choice might arouse hostility. Many people will find it rather 

perverse if not outright outrageous. Yet, I believe that it is the 

intellectual force of theorists, not their moral qualities, that 



should be the decisive criteria in deciding whether we need 

to establish a dialogue with their work. 

I see the refusal of many democratic theorists to engage 

with Schmitt's thought on moral grounds as typical of the 

moralistic tendency which is characteristic of the posc

political Zeitgeist. In face, the critique of such tendency is at the 

core of my reflection. A central thesis of this book is that, 
contrary to what post-political theorises want us to believe, 

what we are currently wimessing is not the disappearance 

of the political in its adversarial dimension but something 

different. What is happening is that nowadays the political is 

played out in the moral register. In other words, it still consists in 

a we/they discrimination, but the we/they, instead of being 

defined with political categories, is now established in moral 

terms. In place of a struggle between 'right and left' we are 

faced with a struggle between 'right and wrong'. 

In Chapter 4, using the examples of right-wing populism 

and of terrorism, I will examine the consequences of such a 
displacement for domestic as well as for international politics 

and unveil the dangers that it entails. My argument is that, 

when the channels are not available through which conflicts 
could take an 'agonistic' form, those conflicts tend to emerge 

on the antagonistic mode. Now, when instead of being for

mulated as a political confrontation between 'adversaries', the 

we/they confrontation is visualized as a moral one between 

good and evil, the opponent can be perceived only as an 

enemy to be destroyed and this is not conducive to an agon

istic treatment. Hence the current emergence of antagonisms 

which put into question the very parameters of the existing 

order. 

Another thesis concerns the nature of collective identities 

which always entail a we/they discrimination. They play a 
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central part in politics and the task of democratic politics is 
not to overcome them through consensus but to construct 
them in a way that energizes the democratic confrontation. 
The mistake of liberal rationalism is to ignore the affective 
dimension mobilized by collective identifications and to 

imagine that those supposedly archaic 'passions' are bound to 
disappear with the advance of individualism and the progress 
of rationality. This is why democratic theory is so badly pre
pared to grasp the nature of 'mass' political movements as 
well as phenomena such as nationalism. The part played by 
'passions' in politics reveals that, in order to come to terms 
with 'the political', it is not enough for liberal theory to 
acknowledge the existence of a plurality of values and to extol 
toleration. Democratic politics cannot be limited to establish

ing compromises among interests or values or to deliberation 
about the common good; it needs to have a real purchase on 

people's desires and fantasies. To be able to mobilize passions 
towards democratic designs, democratic politics must have a 
partisan character. This is indeed the function of the left/right 
distinction and we should resist the call by post-political 

theorists to think 'beyond left and right'. 
There is a final lesson that we can draw from a reflection on 

'the political'. If the possibility of reaching an order 'beyond 
hegemony' is foreclosed, what does that imply for the cosmo
politan project? Could it ever be more than the establishment 
of the world hegemony of a power which would have man
aged to conceal its rule by identifying its interests with those 
of humanity? Contrary to the numerous theorists who see the 
end of the bipolar system as bringing the hope of a cosmo
politan democracy, I will argue that the dangers entailed by 
the current unipolar order can be avoided only by the imple
mentation of a multipolar world, with an equilibrium among 



several regional poles allowing for a plurality of hegemonic 
powers. This is the only way to avoid the hegemony of one 
single hyperpower. 

In the realm of 'the political', Machiavelli's crucial insight 
is still worth meditating: 'In each city are found these two 
different desires . . . the man of the people hates being 
ordered and oppressed by those greater than he. And the great 
like to order and oppress the people.' What defines the post
political perspective is the claim that we have entered a new 
era where this potential antagonism has disappeared. And this 
is why it can put in jeopardy the future of democratic politics. 
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Politics and the Political 

Two 

This chapter will delineate the theoretical framework which 

informs my critique of the current 'post-political' Zeitgeist. Its 

main tenets have been developed in several of my previous 

works 1 and here I will limit myself to the aspects which are 

relevant for the argument presented in this book. The most 

important concerns the distinction I propose to make 

between 'politics' and 'the political'. To be sure, in ordinary 

language, it is not very common to speak of 'the political' but 

I think that such a distinction opens important new paths 

for reflection and many political theorists are making it. The 

difficulty, though, is that no agreement exists among them 

concerning the meaning attributed to the respective terms 

and that may cause a certain confusion. Commonalities exist 

however which can provide some points of orientation. For 

instance co make this distinction suggests a difference between 

two types of approach: political science which deals with the 

empirical field of 'politics', and political theory which is 

the domain of philosophers who enquire not about facts of 

'politics' but about the essence of 'the political'. If we wanted 

to express such a distinction in a philosophical way, we could, 

borrowing the vocabulary of Heidegger, say that politics 

refers to the 'ontic' level while 'the political' has to do with 

the 'ontological' one. This means that the antic has to do with 

the manifold practices of conventional politics, while the 



ontological concerns the very way in which society is 
instituted. 

But this still leaves the possibility of considerable disagree

ment about what constitutes 'the political'. Some theorists 
such as Hannah Arendt envisage the political as a space of 
freedom and public deliberation, while others see it as a space 
of power, conflict and antagonism. My understanding of 'the 
political' clearly belongs to the second perspective. More 
precisely this is how I distinguish between 'the political' 
and 'politics': by 'the political' I mean the dimension of 
antagonism which I take to be constitutive of human soci
eties, while by 'politics' I mean the set of practices and institu
tions through which an order is created, organizing human 
coexistence in the context of confl.ictuality provided by the 
political. 

My main field of enquiry in this book concerns the 
current practices of democratic politics and is therefore 
located at the 'antic' level. But I contend that it is the lack of 
understanding of 'the political' in its ontological dimension 
which is at the origin of our current incapacity to think in a 
political way. Although an important part of my argument is 
of a theoretical nature, my central aim is a political one. I am 
convinced that what is at stake in the discussion about the 
nature of 'the political' is the very future of democracy. I 
intend to show how the rationalist approach dominant in 
democratic theory prevents us from posing the questions 
which are crucial for democratic politics. This is why we 
urgently need an alternative approach which will enable us 
lo grasp the challenges with which democratic politics is 
today confronted. 
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THE POLITICAL AS ANTAGONISM 

The point of departure of my enquiry is our current unability 

to envisage the problems facing our societies in a political way. 

What I mean by that is that political questions are not mere 

technical issues to be solved by experts. Properly political 

questions always involve decisions which require us to make a 

choice between conflicting alternatives. I will argue that this 

incapacity to think politically is to a great extent due to the 

uncontested hegemony of liberalism, and an important part of 

my reflection will be dedicated to examining the impact of 

liberal ideas in human sciences and in politics. My aim is to 

bring to the fore liberalism's central deficiency in the political 

field: its negation of the ineradicable character of antagonism. 

'Liberalism', in the way I understand it in the present context, 

refers to a philosophical discourse with many variants, united 

not by a common essence but by a multiplicity of what 

W ittgenstein calls 'family resemblances'. There are to be sure 

many liberalisms, some more progressive than others, but 

with a few exceptions (Isaiah Berlin, Joseph Raz, John Gray, 

Michael Walzer among others) the dominant tendency in 

liberal thought is characterized by a rationalist and individual

ist approach which forecloses acknowledging the nature of 

collective identities. This kind of liberalism is unable to 

adequately grasp the pluralistic nature of the social world, with 

the conflicts that pluralism entails; conflicts for which no 

rational solution could ever exist. The typical liberal under

standing of pluralism is that we live in a world in which there 

are indeed many perspectives and values and that, owing to 

empirical limitations, we will never be able to adopt them all, 

but that, when put together, they constitute an harmonious 

and non-conflictual ensemble. This is why this type of liberal

ism must negate the political in its antagonistic dimension. 



The most radical challenge to liberalism, so understood, is 
found in the work of Carl Schmitt, whose provocative critique 
I will mobilize in my confrontation with liberal assumptions. 

In Tbe Concept of the Political, Schmitt declares bluntly that the 
pure and rigorous principle of liberalism could not give birth 
to a specifically political conception. Every consistent indi
vidualism must, in his view, negate the political since it 
requires the individual to remain the ultimate point of refer
ence. He states: 'In a very systematic fashion liberal thought 
evades or ignores state and politics and moves instead in a 
typical recurring polarity of two heterogeneous spheres, 
namely ethics and economics, intellect and trade, education 
and property. The critical distrust of state and politics is easily 
explained by the principles of a system whereby the indi

vidual must remain terminus a quo and terminus ad quem.'l The 
methodological individualism which characterizes liberal 
thought precludes understanding the nature of collective 

identities. Yet, for Schmitt, the criteria of the political, its 
differentia specifica, is the friend/ enemy discrimination. It deals 
with the formation of a 'we' as opposed to a 'they' and is always 
concerned with collective forms of identification; it has to do 
with conflict and antagonism and is therefore the realm of 
decision, not free discussion. The political, as he puts it, 'can 
be understood only in the context of the friend/ enemy 
grouping. regardless of the aspects which this possibility 
implies for morality, aesthetics and economics'.3 

A key point of Schmitt's approach is that, by showing that 
every consensus is based on acts of exclusion, it reveals the 
impossibility of a fully inclusive 'rational' consensus. Now, as 
I indicated, next to individualism, the other central trait of 
most liberal thought is the rationalist belief in the availability 
of a universal consensus based on reason. It is therefore 
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no wonder that the political constitutes its blind spot. The 

political cannot be grasped by liberal rationalism for the sim

ple reason that every consistent rationalism requires negating 

the irreducibility of antagonism. Liberalism has to negate 

antagonism since, by bringing to the fore the inescapable 

moment of decision - in the strong sense of having to decide 

in an undecidable terrain - what antagonism reveals is the 

very limit of any rational consensus. As far as liberal thought 

adheres to individualism and rationalism, its blindness to the 

political in its antagonistic dimension is therefore not a mere 

empirical omission but a constitutive one. 

Schmitt points out that 'there exists a liberal policy in the 

form of a polemical antithesis against state, church or ocher 

institutions which restrict individual freedom. There exists a 

liberal policy of trade, church and education, but absolutely no 

liberal politics, only a liberal critique of politics. The systematic 

theory of liberalism concerns almost solely the internal strug

gle against the power of the state. '4 However, the liberal attempt 

to annihilate the political is, he says, bound to fail. The political 

can never be eradicated because it can derive its energy from 

the most varied human endeavours: 'every religious, moral, 

economic, ethical or other antithesis transforms itself into a 

political one if it is sufficiently strong to group human beings 

effectively according to friend and enemy' .5 

The Concept of the Political was originally published in 1932, 
but Schmitt's critique is more relevant now than ever. If we 

examine the evolution of liberal thought since then, we ascer

tain that it has indeed moved between economics and ethics. 

Broadly speaking, we can today single out two main liberal 

paradigms. The first one, sometimes called 'aggregative', 

envisages politics as the establishment of a compromise 

between differing competing forces in society. Individuals are 



portrayed as rational beings. driven by the maximization of 
their own interests and as acting in the political world in a 
basically instrumental way. It is the idea of the market applied 
to the domain of politics which is apprehended with concepts 
borrowed from economics. The other paradigm, the 'delib
erative', developed in reaction against this instrumentalist 
model, aims at creating a link between morality and politics. 
Its advocates want to replace instrumental rationality by 
communicative rationality. They present political debate as a 
specific field of application of morality and believe that it is 
possible to create in the realm of politics a rational moral 
consensus by means of free discussion. In this case politics is 
apprehended not through economics but through ethics or 
morality. 

The challenge posed by Schmitt to the rationalist conception 
of the political is clearly acknowledged by Jiirgen Habermas, 
one of the main advocates of the deliberative model, who 
tries to exorcize it by declaring that those who put into ques
tion the possibility of such a rational consensus and who 
affirm that politics is a domain where one should always 
expect to find discord undermine the very possibility of 
democracy. He asserts that 'If questions of justice cannot tran
.�cend the ethical self-understanding of competing forms of 
life. and if existentially relevant values, conflicts and opposi
tions must penetrate all controversial questions, then in the 
final analysis we will end up with something resembling Carl 
Schmitt's understanding of politics' .6 

Contrary to Habermas and all those who affirm that such 
an understanding of the political is antithetical to the demo
cratic project, I submit that Schmitt's emphasis on the ever 
present possibility of the friend/ enemy distinction and the 
conflictual nature of politics constitutes the necessary starting 
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point for envisaging the aims of democratic politics. Only by 

acknowledging 'the political' in its antagonistic dimension 

can we pose the central question for democratic politics. This 

question, pace liberal theorists, is not how to negotiate a 

compromise among competing interests, nor is it how to 

reach a 'rational', i.e. a fully inclusive, consensus, without any 

exclusion. Despite what many liberals want us to believe, the 

specificity of democratic politics is not the overcoming of 

the we/they opposition but the different way in which it is 

established. What democracy requires is drawing the we/they 

distinction in a way which is compatible with the recognition 

of the pluralism which is constitutive of modern democracy. 

PLURALISM AND FRIEND/ENEMY RELATION 

Of course, at this point we need to part company with Schmitt, 

who was adamant that there is no place for pluralism inside 

a democratic political community. Democracy, as he under

stood it, requires the existence of an homogeneous demos, and 

this precludes any possibility of pluralism. This is why he saw 

an insurmountable contradiction between liberal pluralism 

and democracy. For him, the only possible and legitimate 

pluralism is a pluralism of states. What I propose to do then is 

to think 'with Schmitt against Schmitt', using his critique of 

liberal individualism and rationalism to propose a new under

standing of liberal democratic politics instead of following 

Schmitt in rejecting it. 

In my view one of Schmitt's central insights is his thesis 

that political identities consist in a certain type of we/rhey 

relation, the relation friend/enemy which can emerge out of 

very diverse forms of social relations. By bringing to the fore 

the relational nature of political identities, he anticipates 

several currents of thought, such as post-structuralism, that 



will later stress the relational character of all identities. Today, 
thanks to those later theoretical developments, we are in a 
position to elaborate better what Schmitt forcefully asserted 
but left untheorized. The challenge for us is to develop his 
insights into a different direction and to visualize other under
standings of the friend/ enemy distinction, understandings 
compatible with democratic pluralism. 

I have found the notion of the 'constitutive outside' par
ticularly useful for such a project because it unveils what is at 
stake in the constitution of identity. This term has been pro
posed by Henry Staten7 to refer to a number of themes 
developed by Jacques Derrida around notions such as 
'supplement', •trace' and 'differance'. The aim is to highlight the fact 
that the creation of an identity implies the establishment of a 
difference, difference which is often constructed on the basis 
of a hierarchy. for example between form and matter, black 
and white, man and woman, etc. Once we have understood 
that every identity is relational and that the affirmation of a 
difference is a precondition for the existence of any identity, 
i.e. the perception of something 'other' which constitutes its 
'exterior'. we are, I think, in a better position to understand 
Schmitt's point about the ever present possibility of antagon
ism and to see how a social relation can become the breeding 
ground for antagonism. 

In the field of collective identities, we are always dealing 
wich the creation of a 'we' which can exist only by the 
demarcation of a 'they'. This does not mean of course that 
such a relation is necessarily one of friend/ enemy, i.e. an 
mtagonistic one. But we should acknowledge that, in certain 
conditions, there is always the possibility that this we/they 
relation can become antagonistic, i.e. that it can turn into a 
relation of friend/enemy. This happens when the 'they' is 
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perceived as putting into question the identity of the 'we' and 

as threatening its existence. From that moment on, as the case 

of the disintegration of Yugoslavia testifies, any form of we/ 

they relation, whether religious, ethnic, economic or other, 

becomes the locus of an antagonism. 

For Schmitt, of course, in order to be political this we/they 

relation had to take the antagonistic form of a friend/ enemy 

relation. This is why he could not allow its presence within 

the political association. And he was no doubt right to warn 

against the dangers that an antagonistic pluralism entails for 

the permanence of the political entity. However, as I will argue 

in a moment, the friend/ enemy distinction can be considered 

as merely one of the possible forms of expression of the 

antagonistic dimension which is constitutive of the political. 

We can also, while acknowledging the ever present possibility 

of antagonism, imagine other political modes of construction 

of the we/they. If we follow this route, we will realize that the 

challenge for democratic politics consists in trying to keep the 

emergence of antagonism at bay by establishing the we/they 

in a different way. 

Before developing this point further, let us draw a first 

theoretical conclusion from the previous reflections. What we 

can assert at this stage is that the we/they distinction, which 

is the condition of possibility of formation of political iden

tities, can always become the locus of an antagonism. Since 

all forms of political identities entail a we/they distinction, 

this means that the possibility of emergence of antagonism 

can never be eliminated. It is therefore an illusion to believe 

in the advent of a society from which antagonism would 

have been eradicated. Antagonism, as Schmitt says, is an ever 

present possibility; the political belongs to our ontological 

condition. 



POLITICS AS HEGEMONY 

Next to antagonism, the concept of hegemony is the key 
notion for addressing the question of 'the political'. To take 
account of 'the political' as the ever present possibility of 
antagonism requires coming to terms with the lack of a final 
ground and acknowledging the dimension of undecidability 
which pervades every order. It requires in other words recog
nizing the hegemonic nature of every kind of social order and 
the fact that every society is the product of a series of practices 
attempting to establish order in a context of contingency. 
As Ernesto Laclau indicates, 'The two central -features of a 
begemonic intervention are, in this sense, the "contingent" 
character of the hegemonic articulations and their "constitu
tive" character, in the sense that they institute social relations 
in a primary sense, not depending on any a priori social 
rationality.'8 The political is linked to the acts of hegemonic 
institution. It is in this sense that one has to differentiate the 
social from the political. The social is the realm of sedimented 
practices, that is, practices that conceal the originary acts of 
their contingent political institution and which are taken for 
granted, as if they were self-grounded. Sedimented social 
practices are a constitutive part of any possible society; not all 
social bonds are put into question at the same time. The social 
and the political have thus the status of what Heidegger called 
existentials, i.e. necessary dimensions of any societal life. If the 
political - understood in its hegemonic sense - involves the 
visibility of the acts of social institution, it is impossible to 
determine a priori what is social and what is political 
independently of any contextual reference. Society is not to be 
seen as the unfolding of a logic exterior to itself, whatever 
the source of this logic could be: forces of production, devel
•)pment of what Hegel called the Absolute Spirit, laws of 
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history, etc. Every order is the temporary and precarious 

articulation of contingent practices. The frontier between the 

social and the political is essentially unstable and requires 

constant displacements and renegotiations between social 

agents. Things could always be otherwise and therefore every 

order is predicated on the exclusion of other possibilities. It is 

in that sense that it can be called 'political' since it is the 

expression of a particular structure of power relations. Power 

is constitutive of the social because the social could not exist 

without the power relations through which it is given shape. 

What is at a given moment considered as the 'natural' order -

jointly with the 'common sense' which accompanies it - is 

the result of sedimented practices; it is never the manifest

ation of a deeper objectivity exterior to the practices that 

bring it into being. 

To summarize this point: every order is political and based 

on some form of exclusion. There are always other possi

bilities that have been repressed and that can be reactivated. 

The articulatory practices through which a certain order is 

established and the meaning of social institutions is fixed are 

'hegemonic pratices'. Every hegemonic order is susceptible 

of being challenged by counter-hegemonic practices. i.e. 

practices which will attempt to disarticulate the existing order 

so as to install another form of hegemony. 

As far as collective identities are concerned, we find 

ourselves in a similar situation. We have already seen that 

identities are in fact the result of processes of identifications 

and that they can never be completely fixed. We are never 

confronted with 'we/they' oppositions expressing essentialist 

identities pre-existing the process of identification. Moreover 

since, as 1 have stressed, the 'they' represents the condition of 

possibility of the 'we', its 'constitutive outside', this means 



that the constitution of a specific 'we' always depends on the 
type of 'they' from which it is differentiated . This is a crucial 
point because it allows us to envisage the possibility of differ
ent types of we/they relation according to the way the 'they' 
is constructed. 

I want to emphasize those theoretical points because they 
constitute the necessary framework for the alternative 
approach to democratic politics that I am advocating. To pos
tulate the ineradicability of antagonism, while affirming at 
the same time the possibility of democratic pluralism, one has 
to argue contra Schmitt that those two assertions do not negate 
each other. The crucial point here is to show how antagonism 
c:an be transformed so at to make available a form of we/they 
opposition compatible with pluralist democracy. Without 
such a possibility one is left with the following alternatives: 
believing either with Schmitt in the contradictory nature of 
liberal democracy or with the liberals in the elimination of 
the adversarial model as a step forward for democracy. In the 
first case you acknowledge the political but foreclose the 
possibility of a pluralist democratic order, in the second case 
you postulate a completely unadequate, anti-political view of 
liberal democracy, the negative consequences of which we 
will consider in the following chapters. 

WHICH WE/THEY FOR DEMOCRATIC POLITICS? 

According to the previous analysis, it appears that one of the 
main tasks for democratic politics consists in defusing the 
1>otential antagonism that exists in social relations. If we 
•( ccpt that this cannot be done by transcending the we/they 
nlttion, but only by constructing it in a different way, then 
lht' following question arises: what could constitute a 'tamed' 
191.ttion of antagonism, what form of we/they would it imply? 
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Conflict, in order to be accepted as legitimate, needs to take a 
form that does not destroy the political association. This 
means that some kind of common bond must exist between 
the parties in conflict, so that they will not treat their 
opponents as enemies to be eradicated, seeing their demands 
as illegitimate, which is precisely what happens with the 
antagonistic friend/ enemy relation. However, the opponents 
cannot be seen simply as competitors whose interests can be 
dealt with through mere negotiation, or reconciled through 
deliberation, because in that case the antagonistic element 
would simply have been eliminated. If we want to acknow
ledge on one side the permanence of the antagonistic dimen
sion of the conflict, while on the other side allowing for the 
possibility of its 'taming', we need to envisage a third type of 
relation. This is the type of relation which I have proposed to 
call 'agonism'.9 While antagonism is a we/they relation in 
which the two sides are enemies who do not share any 
common ground, agonism is a we/they relation where the 
conflicting parties, although acknowledging that there is no 
rational solution to their conflict, nevertheless recognize the 
legitimacy of their opponents. They are 'adversaries' not 
enemies. This means that, while in conflict, they see them
selves as belonging to the same political association, as 
sharing a common symbolic space within which the conflict 
takes place. We could say that the task of democracy is to 
transform antagonism into agonism. 

This is why 'the adversary' is a crucial category for demo
cratic politics. The adversarial model has to be seen as consti
tutive of democracy because it allows democratic politics to 
transform antagonism into agonism. In other words, it help us 
to envisage how the dimension of antagonism can be 'tamed', 
thanks to the establishment of institutions and practices 



through which the potential antagonism can be played out in 
an agonistic way. As I will argue at several points in this book, 
antagonistic conflicts are less likely to emerge as long as agon
istic legitimate political channels for dissenting voices exist. 
Otherwise dissent tends to take violent forms, and this is true 
in both domestic and international politics. 

I would like to stress that the notion of the 'adversary' that I 
am introducing needs to be distinguished sharply from the 
understanding of that term that we find in liberal discourse 
hecause in my understanding the presence of antagonism is 
not eliminated but 'sublimated' so to speak. For the liberals an 
,1dversary is simply a competitor. The field of politics is for 
them a neutral terrain in which different groups compete to 
'JCcupy the positions of power; their objective is merely to 
ilislodge others in order to occupy their place, They do not 
put into question the dominant hegemony and there is no 
attempt at profoundly transforming the relations of power. It 
is merely a competition among elites. 

What is at stake in the agonistic struggle, on the contrary, is 
1he very configuration of power relations around which a 
alven society is structured: it is a struggle between opposing 
hegemonic projects which can never be reconciled rationally. 
'The antagonistic dimension is always present, it is a real 
l onfrontation but one which is played out under conditions 
regulated by a set of democratic procedures accepted by the 
adversaries. 

CANETII ON THE PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM 

lll�s Canetti is one of the authors who understood perfectly 
1h.11 the establishment of 'agonistic' relations was the task of 
1hamocratic politics. In a few brilliant pages in Crowds and Power 
tl1•1licated to analysing the nature of the parliamentary system, 
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in the chapter 'The Crowd in History',  Canetti indicates how 

such a system uses the psychological structure of opposing 

armies and stages a form of warfare which has renounced 

killing. According to him: 

A parl i a m e ntary vote d o e s  n o t h i n g  but  ascert a i n  the relat ive 

strength of  two g ro u ps at a g ive n t i m e  a n d  place .  Knowi n g  

t h e m  before h a n d  is n o t  e n o u g h .  O n e  pa rty may have 360 
m e m be rs and the other o n ly 240, b u t  the a c t u a l  vote is 

dec is ive .  a s  the m o m e n t  i n  w h i c h  the one is  rea l ly 

measured a g a i nst the o t h e r. It is a ll that  is left of t h e  

o r i g i n a l  let h a l  c l a s h  and it i s  played o u t  i n  m a ny forms.  

with t h reats,  abuse a n d  physical  provocat ion  which  may 

lead to blows or m i ss i les.  But the cou n t i n g  of the vote ends 

t h e  battle .  1 0  

And later he adds: 'The solemnity of all those activities derives 

from the renunciation of death as an instrument of decision. 

Every single vote puts death, as it were, on one side. But the 

effect that killing would have had on the strength of the 

enemy is scrupulously put down in figures; and any one who 

tampers with these figures, who destroys or falsifies them, lets 

death in again without knowing it. ' 1 1  

This is an excellent example of how enemies can be trans

formed into adversaries, and we see here very clearly how, 

thanks to democratic institutions, conflicts can be staged in a 

way which is not antagonistic but agonistic. According to 

Canetti, modern democracy and the parliamentary system 

should not be envisaged as a stage in the evolution of hwnan

kind in which people, having become more rational, are now 

able to act rationally, either to promote their interests or 

to exercise their free public reason, as the aggregative and 

deliberative models would have it. And he stresses that: 



No o n e  has ever really bel ieved that t h e  majority d ecis ion is 

necessa rily the wiser one because i t  has received the greater 

number of votes. It is will aga inst will  as in  war. Each is 

convinced that rig ht and reason a re on his sid e. Convi ct ion 

comes easi ly and the purpose o f  t h e  party is, precisely. t o  

keep t h i s  will and convict ion alive. T h e  m e m b e r  of a n  outvoted 

party accepts the majority decision, not b e cause he has 

ceased to bel ieve in h i s  own case, but simply beca use he 

admits defeat . 1 2 

I find Canetti 's approach really illuminating. He makes us 
Krasp the important part played by the parliamencary system 
i n  the transformation of antagonism into agonism and in 
t l te construction of a we/they compatible with democratic 
pluralism. When parliamentary institutions are destroyed or 

weakened, the possibility of an agonistic confrontation disap
pears and it is replaced by an antagonistic we/they. Think for 
instance of the case of Germany and the way in which, with the 
collapse of parliamentary politics, the Jews became an antago
nistic 'they' .  This, I think, is something worth meditating on 
for left-wing opponents of parliamentary democracy! 

There is another aspect of Canetti 's work, his reflections on 
the phenomenon of the 'crowd' ,  which provides important 
insights for a critique of the rationalist perspective dominant 
In llberal political theory. Scrutinizing the permanent appeal 
raxercised by the manifold types of crowds in all types of 
•1• )Cieties, he attributes it to the different drives which move 
•oclil agents. On one side there is what one could describe as 
.a t!rive towards individuality and distinctiveness. But there is 
another drive that makes them want to become part of a 
1 r c>wd to lose themselves in a moment of fusion with the 
1 11tsses. This attraction of the crowd is not for him something 
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archaic and premodern, destined to disappear with the 

advances of modernity. It is part and parcel of the psycho

logical make-up of human beings. The refusal to admit this 

tendency is what is at the origin of the rationalist approach' s 
incapacity to come to terms with political mass movements, 

which they tend to see as an expression of irrational forces or 

a 'return of the archaic' .  On the contrary ,  once we accept with 

Canetti that the 'crowd' appeal will always be with us, we 

have to approach democratic politics in a different way, 

addressing the issue of how it can be mobilized in ways 

which will not threaten democratic institutions. 

What we are encountering here is the dimension of what I 

have proposed to call 'passions' to refer to the various affective 

forces which are at the origin of collective forms of identifica

tions. By putting the accent either on the rational calculation 

of interests (aggregative model) , or on moral deliberation 

( deliberat.ive model) , current democratic political theory is 

unable to acknowledge the role of 'passions' as one of the 

main moving forces in the field of politics and finds itself 

disarmed when faced with its diverse manifestations. Now, 

this chimes with the refusal to accept the ever present possi

bility of antagonism and the belief that, as far as it is rational, 
democratic politics can always be interpreted in terms of 

individual actions. Were this not possible, it must necessarily 

be due to backwardness. As we will see in the following 

chapter, this is, for instance, how the advocates of 'reflexive 

modernization' interpret any kind of disagreement with their 

theses. 

Given the current emphasis on consensus, it is not sur

prising that people are less and less interested in politics and 

that the rate of abstention is growing. Mobilization requires 

politicization, but politicization cannot exist without the 



production of a conflictual representation of the world, with 
opposed camps with which people can identify, thereby 
a l lowing for passions to be mobilized politically within the 
spectrum of the democratic process. Take the case of voting 
for instance. W hat the rationalist approach is unable to grasp 
i s  that what moves people to vote is much more than simply 
the defence of their interests. There is an important affective 
dimension in voting and what is at stake there is a question of 
identification. In order to act politically people need to be able 
Lo identify with a collective identity which provides an idea of 
themselves they can valorize. Political discourse has to offer 
not only policies but also identities which can help people 
make sense of what they are experiencing as well as giving 
l hem hope for the future . 

FREUD AND IDENTIFICATION 

lo take into account the affective dimension of politics is 
1 herefore crucial for democratic theory and this calls for a 
serious engagement with psychoanalysis. Freud's analysis of 
the process of 'identification' brings out the libidinal invest
ment at work in the creation of collective identities and it 
gives important clues concerning the emergence of antagon
isms. In Civilization and Its Discontents, he presents a view of society 
as perpetually threatened with disintegration because of the 
incl ination to aggression present in human beings. According 
to ltim 'men are not gentle creatures who want to be loved, and 
who at the most can defend themselves if they are attacked; 
they are, on the contrary , creatures among whose instinctual 
endowments is to be reckoned a powerful share of aggres-
1lveness. ' 13 Civilization, in order to check those aggressive 
instincts, needs to use different methods. One of those consists 
In fostering communal bonds through the mobilization of 
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the libidinal instincts of love. As he asserts in Group Psychology 
and the Analysis of the Ego , 'a group is clearly held together by a 

power of some kind: and to what power could this feat be 

better ascribed than to Eros, which holds together everything 

in the world" 4  The aim is to establish strong identifications 

between the members of the community, to bind them in a 

shared identity. A collective identity, a 'we ' ,  is the result of a 

libidinal investment, but this necessarily implies the 

determination of a 'they'.  To be sure, Freud did not see all 
opposition as enmity, but he was aware that it could always 

become enmity. As he indicates, ' It is always possible to bind 

together a considerable amount of people in love, so long as 

there are other people left over to receive the manifestation of 

their aggressiveness. '  15 In such a case the we/they relation 

becomes one of enmity, i.e. it becomes antagonistic. 

According to Freud, the evolution of civilization is charac

terized by a struggle between two basic types of libidinal 

instincts, Eros the instinct of life and Death the instinct of 

aggressiveness and destructiveness. He also stressed that 'the 

two kinds of instinct seldom - perhaps never - appear in 

isolation from each other, but are alloyed with each other in 

varying and very different proportions and so become 

unrecognizable to our j udgment. ' 16 The aggressive instinct 

can never be eliminated but one can try to disarm it, so to 

speak, and to weaken its destructive potential by several 

methods which Freud discusses in his book. What I want to 

suggest is that, understood in an agonistic way, democratic 

institutions can contribute to this disarming of the libidinal 

forces leading towards hostility which are always present in 

human societies. 

Further insights can be gained from the work of Jacques 

Lacan, who developing Freud 's theory, has introduced the 



concept of 'enjoyment' Qouissance) which is of great importance 
for exploring the role of affects in politics. As Yannis 
Stavrakakis has observed, according to Lacanian theory, what 
allows for the persistance of socio-political forms of identifi
cations is the fact that they provide the social agent with a 
form of jouissance. As he puts it: 

The problemat ic  of enjoyment  helps us answer i n  a con crete 

way what is at  stake in socio-pol i t ical  i d e n t i ficat ion and 

ident i ty fo rmat ion.  suggesting that  su pport of soci a l  fan tasies 

is part ially rooted in t h e  'jouissa nce· of the body. Wha t i s  at  

stake in  t hese fields, accord i n g  to Laca n i a n  theory, is not  o n ly 

symbolic coh e rence and discursive c losure but  also 

enjoyment.  the jou issance a n i m a t i n g  h u m a n  desire . 1 7  

< )n the same lines, Slavoj Ziiek uses Lacan's concept of' 
1 · njoyment to explain the attraction of nationalism. In Tarring 

with rhe Negative, he notes that: 

The element which holds together a partic u la r  com m u n ity 

can n o t  be red uced to t h e  p o i n t  o f  sym bo lic ident ificat ion : t h e  

bond l ink ing  together i t s  members a lways i m plies a shared 

relat ion towa rd a T h i n g .  toward Enjoyment incarnated. Th is  

relat ionship towa rd the Thing struc tured by means of 

fantasies is what is a t  stake when we speak of the menace 

to ou r 'way of  l i fe'  presented by the Other. 18  

J.egarding the type of identifications constitutive of national
lam, the affective dimension is of course particularly strong 
.ind he adds: 'Nationalism thus presents a privileged domain 
, ,r the eruption of enjoyment into the social field. The National 
t ause is ultimately nothing but the way subjects of a given 
r1hnic community organize their enjoyment through national 
1 1syths. ' 1 9  Keeping in mind that collective identifications 
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always take place through a we/ they kind of differentiation, 
one can understand how nationalism can easily be transformed 
into erunity. For Zizek, nationalist hatred emerges when 
another nation is perceived as threatening our enjoyment. It 
has its origin therefore in the way social groups deal with their 
lack of enjoyment by attributing it to the presence of an enemy 
which is 'stealing' it. To envisage how such a transformation 
of national identifications into friend/ enemy relations can be 
averted , it is necessary to acknowledge the affective bonds 
which support them. Now, th.is is precisely what the rational
ist approach forecloses, hence the impotence of liberal theory 
in face of the eruption of nationalist antagonisms. 

The lesson to be drawn from Freud and Canetti is that, even 
in societies which have become very individualistic, the need 
for collective identifications will never disappear since it is 
constitutive of the mode of existence of human beings. In the 
field of politics those identifications play a central role and the 
affective bond which they provide needs to be taken into 
account by democratic theorists. To believe that we have 
entered into an age where 'post-conventional' identities make 
possible a rational treatment of political questions, thereby 
eluding the role of a democratic mobilization of affects, is to 
abandon that terrain to those who want to undermine dem
ocracy. The theorists who want to eliminate passions from 
politics and argue that democratic politics should be under
stood only in terms of reason, moderation and consensus are 
showing their lack of understanding of the dynamics of the 
political. They do not see that democratic politics needs to 
have a real purchase on people' s  desires and fantasies and that, 
instead of opposing interests to sentiments and reason to pas
sions, it should offer forms of identifications conducive to 
democratic practices. Politics has always a 'partisan' dimension 



and for people to be interested in politics they need to have 
the possibility of choosing between parties offering real 
.1lternatives. This is precisely what is missing in the current 
celebration of 'partisan-free' democracy. Despite what we 
hear in many quarters, the kind of consensual politics domin
. Hlt today. far from representing a progress in democracy, is 
1 he sign that we live in what Jacques Ranciere calls a 'post
democracy'. In his view the consensual practices which are 
1oday proposed as the model for democracy presuppose 
the very disappearance of what constitutes the vital core of 
democracy. As he says, 

Postdemocracy is the govern m e n t  practice a n d  conceptual  

leg i t i mat ion of  a democracy a fter the demos. a democracy that  

has el imi nated the a ppearance. m i sco u n t. and dispute of the 

peo p le and is there by reduci ble to the sole i nterplay of state 

mechanis ms and combinat ions of social  en ergies a n d  

i n t e rests . . . .  I t  i s  the practi ce a n d  t h eory of what is 

oppropriate with n o  gap left betwe e n  the forms o f  the state 

and the state of social relat ions.20 

What Ranciere points out here, albeit using a different 
vocabulary , is the erasure by the post-political approach of the 
adversarial dimension which is constitutive of the political 
and which provides democratic politics with its inherent 
•lfnamics. 

AGONISTIC CONFRONTATION 

Many li beral theorists refuse to acknowledge the antagonistic 
dimension of politics and the role of affects in the construc
t Ion of political identities because they believe that it would 
1 1 11langer the realization of consensus, which they see as the 
• 1 1 1 1 of democracy. W hat they do not realize is that, far from 
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jeopardizing democracy, agonistic confrontation is the very 

condition of its existence. Modern democracy's specificity lies 

in the recognition and legitimation of conflict and the refusal 

to suppress it by imposing an authoritarian order. Breaking 

with the symbolic representation of society as an organic 

body - characteristic of the holist mode of organization - a 

pluralist liberal democratic society does not deny the exist

ence of conflicts but provides the institutions allowing them 

to be expressed in an adversarial form. It is for this reason that 

we should be very wary of the current tendency to celebrate a 

politics of consensus , claiming that it has replaced the sup

posedly old-fashioned adversarial politics of right and left. A 

well functioning democracy calls for a clash of legitimate 

democratic political positions. This is what the confrontation 

between left and right needs to be about. Such a confronta

tion should provide collective forms of identification strong 

enough to mobilize political passions. If this adversarial con

figuration is missing, passions cannot be given a democratic 

outlet and the agonistic dynamics of pluralism are hindered. 

The danger arises that the democratic confrontation will 

therefore be replaced by a confrontation between essentialist 

forms of identification or non-negotiable moral values. When 

political frontiers become blurred, disaffection with political 

parties sets in and one witnesses the growth of other types of 

collective identities, around nationalist, religious or ethnic 

forms of identification. Antagonisms can take many forms 

and it is illusory to believe that they could ever be eradicated. 

This is why it is important to allow them an agonistic form o 
expression through the pluralist democratic system. 

Liberal theorists are unable to acknowledge not only the 

primary reality of strife in social life and the impossibility o 

finding rational, impartial solutions to political issues but also 



t he integrative role that conflict plays in modern democracy. 

f\ democratic society requires a debate about possible alterna-

1 i ves and it must provide political forms of collective identifi

cation around clearly differentiated democratic positions. 

Consensus is no doubt necessary, but it must be accompanied 

l iy disssent. Consensus is needed on the institutions constitu

t ive of democracy and on the 'ethico-political' values inform

ing the political association - liberty and equality for all - but 

1 here will always be disagreement concerning their meaning 

and the way they should be implemented. In a pluralist dem

<>cracy such disagreements are not only legitimate but also 

necessary. They provide the stuff of democratic politics. 

Besides the shortcomings of the liberal approach, the main 

obstacle to the implementation of an agonistic politics comes 

from the fact that, since the collapse of the Soviet model, we 

are witnessing the unchallenged hegemony of neo-liberalism 

with its claim that there is no alternative to the existing order. 

This claim has been accepted by social democratic parties 

which, under the pretence of 'modernizing ' ,  have been stead

ily moving to the right, redefining themselves as 'centre-left ' .  

Far from profiting from the crisis of its old communist 

antagonist, social democracy bas been dragged into its collapse. 

I 11 this way a great opportunity has been lost for democratic 

pc>Utics. The events of 1 989 should have provided the time for 

� redefinition of the left, now liberated of the weight previ

rnaly represented by the communist system. There was a real 

1 hance for a deepening of the democratic project because 

t 1'&dltional political frontiers, having been shattered, could 
I , ,,.. · been redrawn in a more progressive way. Unfortunately 

1hl1i chance has been missed. Instead we heard triumphalist 

1 lttms about the disappearance of antagonism and the 

d4 I Y 1 • 1 1  of a politics without frontiers, without a ' they ' ;  a 
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win-win politics in which solutions could be found favouring 
everybody in society. 

While it was no doubt important for the left to come to 
terms with the importance of pluralism and liberal demo
cratic political institutions, this should not have meant aban
doning all attempts to transform the present hegemonic order 
and accepting the view that 'really existing liberal democratic 
societies' represent the end of history. If there is a lesson to be 
drawn from the failure of communism it is that the demo
cratic struggle should not be envisaged in terms of friend/ 
enemy and that liberal democracy is not the enemy to be 
destroyed. If we take 'liberty and equality for all' as the 
'ethico-political' principles of liberal democracy (what Mon
tesquieu defined as ' the passions that move a regime') , it is 
clear that the problem with our societies is not their pro
claimed ideals but the fact that those ideals are not put into 
practice. So cbe task for the left is not to reject them, with the 
argument that they are a sham, a cover for capitalist domin
ation, but to fight for their effective implementation. And this 
of course cannot be done without challenging the current 
neo-liberal mode of capitalist regulation. 

This is why such a struggle. if it should not be envisaged in 
terms of friend/enemy, cannot be simply envisaged as a mere 
competition of interests or on the 'dialogic' mode. Now, this 
is precisely how most left-wing parties visualize democratic 
politics nowadays. To revitalize democracy, it is urgent to get 
out of this impasse. My claim is that, thanks to the idea of the 
'adversary' , the agonistic approach that I am proposing could 
contribute to a revitalization and deepening of democracy. It  
also offers the possibility of envisaging the left's perspective 
in an hegemonic way. Adversaries inscribe their confronta• 
tion within the democratic framework, but this framework is 



not seen as something immutable: it is susceptible of being 
redefined through hegemonic struggle. An agonistic concep-
1. ion of democracy acknowledges the contingent character of 
the hegemonic politico-economic articulations which deter
mine the specific configuration of a society at a given 
moment. They are precarious and pragmatic constructions 
which can be disarticulated and transformed as a result of the 
,\gonistic struggle among the adversaries. 

Slavoj Zizek is therefore mistaken to assert that the agonistic 
approach is unable to challenge the status quo and ends up 
accepting liberal democracy in its present stage. 2 1 What an 
agonistic approach certainly disavows is the possibility of an 
lCl of radical refoundation that would institute a new social 
order from scratch. But a number of very important socio
economic and political transformations, with radical implica
tions. are possible within the context of liberal democratic 
Institutions. What we understand by 'liberal democracy' is 
k 'Onstituted by sedimented forms of power relations resulcing 
from an ensemble of contingent hegemonic interventions. 
rhe fact that their contingent character is not recognized 
l <>day is due to the absence of counter-hegemonic proj ects. 
But we should not fall again into the trap of believing that 
1helr transformation requires a total rejection of the liberal-
11.emocratic framework. There are many ways in which 
d 1 1  democratic 'language-game' - to borrow a term from 
Wlt rgenstein - can be played, and the agonistic struggle 
lhould bring about new meanings and fields of application 
( 1 11 tbt.' idea of democracy co be radicalized. This is, in my 
view, the effective way to challenge power relations, not on 
1 1 11 mode of an abstract negation but in a properly hegemonic 

I)' , t h rough a process of disarticulation of existing practices 
1 1 1 1 1  creation of new discourses and institutions. Contrary to 
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che various liberal models, che agonistic approach that I am 

advocating acknowledges that society is always politically 

instituted and never forgets that the terrain in which hege

monic interventions take place is always che outcome of 

previous hegemonic practices and chat it is never a neutral 

one. This is why it denies che possibility of a non-adversarial 
democratic politics and criticizes chose who, by ignoring 

che dimension of ' the political ' ,  reduce politics to a sec of 

supposedly technical moves and neutral procedures. 



Beyond the  Adversa ria l  Model? 

T h ree 

The pose-political perspective that this book intends co 
challenge finds its sociological bearings in a picture of the 
world first elaborated by a variety of theorists who in the 
early 1 9 60s announced the coming of a 'post-industrial soci
tfy' and celebrated ' the end of ideology' .  This tendency went 
laiter out of fashion but it has been revived in a new guise by 
1c1ciologists such as Ulrich Beck and Anthony Giddens who 
ugue that the model of politics structured around collective 
Identities has become hopelessly outdated, owing to the 
srowth of individualism, and that i t  needs to be relinquished. 
According to them we are now in a second stage of modernity 
which they call 'reflexive modernity ' . Our societies have 
become 'post-traditional' and this calls for a drastic rethink
ing of the nature and aims of politics. Widely diffused in the 
media, those ideas are fast becoming the ' common sense' 
which informs the mainstream perception of our social real
ity. They have been influential in political circles and, as we 
will see, they have played a role in the evolution of several 
IOcial democratic parties. Since they provide several central 
tenets of the current Zeitgeist , the objective of chis chapter is to 
examine them closely and to scrutinize their consequences 
f<>r democratic politics. 
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BECK AND THE 'REINVENTION OF POLITICS' 

To assess critically Ulrich Beck's claim that politics needs to be 
'reinvented' ,  we need first to grasp the main lines of his 
theory of 'reflexive modernity' and his conception of 'risk 
society'. Those ideas have been elaborated in a series of books 
published since 1 986  where he affirms that industrial societies 
have undergone crucial changes in their internal dynamics. 
His main argument is that after a first stage of 'simple mod
ernization' ,  characterized by the belief in the unlimited sus
tainability of natural techno-economic progress, whose risks 
could be contained thanks to adequate monitoring institu
tions, we now live in an epoch of 'reflexive modernization' ,  
characterized by the emergence of a ' risk society' .  Modern 
societies are now confronted with the limits of their own 
model and the awareness that progress could turn into self
destruction if they are unable to control the side-effects of 
their inherent dynamism. We have become aware that certain 
features of industrial society are socially and politically prob
lematic. It is now time to acknowledge that economic, social , 
political and individual risks confronting advanced industrial 
societies cannot be dealt with any more through traditional 
institutions. 

According to Beck, one of the crucial difference between 
the first and the second modernity is that nowadays the motor 
of social history does not reside any more in instrumental 
rationality but in the 'side-effect' .  He states, 'while simple 
modernization ultimately situates the motor of social change 
in categories of instrumental rationality (reflection) , "reflex
ive" modernization conceptualizes the motive power of social 
change in categories of the side-effect (reflexivity) . Things at 
first unseen and unreflected, but externalized, add up to struc
tural rupture that separates industrial from "new modernities" 



i 11 the present and the future. ' 1 He puts great emphasis on the 
fact that this transition from one social epoch to another has 
1 ,1 ken place surreptitiously, in an unplanned way. It is not the 
result of political struggles and should not be interpreted 
according to the marxist idea of the revolution. Indeed, it is 
not the crises but the vicmries of capitalism which are at the 
migin of this new society which should be envisaged as the 
v ictory of Western modernization. 

Here is an example of what he means by the role of 'side
eff ects ' :  ' the transition from the industrial to the risk period 
of modernity occurs undesired, unseen and compulsively in 
the wake of the autonomized dynamism of modernization, 
following the pattern of latent side-effects' .  2 It is those side
effects, not political struggles, which are at the origin of the 
profound changes which have taken place in a wide range of 
social relations: classes, sex roles, family relations, work etc. 
As a consequence constitutive pillars of the first modernity 
1uch as the trade unions and the political parties have lost 
their centrality because they are not adapted to deal with the 
oew forms of conflict specific to reflexive modernity . In a risk 
lociety the basic conflicts are no longer of a distributional 
nature, about income, jobs, welfare benefits, but are conflicts 
over 'distributive responsibility' , i .e. how to prevent and con
trol the risks accompanying the production of goods and the 
1hrea.ts entailed by the advances of modernization. 

The societies of the first modernity, says Beck, were charac
terized by the nation-state and the crucial role of collective 
aroups. Owing to the consequences of globalization on one 
l i ie and the intensification of the processes of individualiza

l lon on the other, this is no longer the case. Collective iden
t l lies have been deeply undermined, both in the private and 
Il l the public realm , and the basic institutions of society are 
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now oriented towards the individual and no longer towards 
the group or the family. Moreover, industrial societies were 
centred on 'work' and organized towards full employment; 
the status of individuals was essentially defined by their job, 
which also constituted an important condition for their access 
to democratic rights. This has also come to an end. Hence the 
urgency of finding a new way of envisaging the basis for an 
active participation in society, taking in account the fact that 
individuals are constructed in an open-ended discursive 
interplay to which the classical roles of industrial society 
cannot do justice. 

While acknowledging that the old vocabulary of left 
and right, the conflicting interests of groups and the political 
parties have not yet disappeared, Beck considers that they are 
conceptual 'crutches of the past' and that they are thoroughly 
inadequate to grasp the conflicts of reflexive modernity. In a 
risk society ideological and political conflicts can no longer 
be ordained through the left/right metaphor which was 
typical of industrial society but are better characterized by 
the following dichotomies : safe/unsafe, inside/outside and 
political/ un poli tical. 3 

THE EMERGENCE OF 'SUB-POLITICS' 

Now that we have broadly delineated the framework of Beck's 
theory, we can examine the new form of politics which he 
advocates as a solution and which he calls 'sub-politics ' .  The 
central idea is that in a risk society one should not look for the 
political in the traditional arenas such as parliament, political 
parties and trade unions and that it is necessary to stop the 
equation between politics and state or between politics and 
political system. Today the political erupts in very different 
places and we are confronted with a paradoxical situation: 



'die political constellation of industrial society is becoming 

1 1npohtical , while what was unpolitical in industrialism is 
�coming politicals ' .  4 A series of new resistances have emerged 
which are grass roots-oriented, extra-parliamentary and no 
longer linked to classes or to political parties. Their demands 
concern issues which cannot be expressed through traditional 
political ideologies and they are not addressed to the political 

1ystem: they cake place in a variety of sub-systems. 
Beck claims that 'risk society' challenges the basic tenets of 

political science which has generally elaborated the concept 

of politics in three aspects: ( 1 )  the 'polity' which concerns 

the institutional constitution of the political community; (2) 
'policy' which examines how poli tical programmes can shape 
1ocial circumstances; (3)  'politics' which deals with the process 

of political conflict over power-sharing and power positions. 
ln all three cases the question is directed at collective agents 
and the individual is not fit for politics. With the advent of 
tub-policies, the individual is now put at the centre of the 
1>olitlcal scene. 'Sub-politics' ,  he declares, 

is d isti ngu ished from ' po li t ics' in that  l a )  a gents outside t h e  

poli t ical o r  corporatist system a re a l lowed also to appear on 

the stage o f  social desig n ! th is  g ro u p  includes professi onal 

and occu pationa l g ro u ps. the te chni cal in tellige ntsia in  

compan ies. research i nst itut ions a nd management.  skilled 

workers, c i t izens· i n i t iatives. the publ ic  sphere and so on] .  

and lbl  not  o n ly social a n d  collective agents  but i ndivi d u a ls 

es well compete with t h e  latter and each other for the 

emerg ing power t o  shape pol it ics.  5 

I k a..lso stresses that sub-politics means 'shaping society from 
1 11.tc>w' and that in the wake of sub-poli ticization, there are 
11roWing opportunities to have a voice and a share in the 
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arrangement of society for groups hitherto uninvolved in 
the substantive technification and industrialization process: 
citizens, the public sphere, social movements, expert groups, 
working people on site.6 

When it comes to visualizing the issues which this 
reinvented sub-politics will tackle, Beck underlines again the 
differences from the type ofleft/right politics of simple mod
ernity with its sharp separation between public and private. 
According to the traditional conception, one had to leave the 
private sphere in order to become political and it was only in 
the public sphere, through party politics, that the political was 
achieved.  Sub-politics operates a reversal of this conception 
and puts at the centre of the political arena all the things which 
were left aside and excluded in the left/right axis. Now that all 
the questions which concern the self and which were per
ceived as expressions of individualism occupy centre stage, a 
new identity of the political emerges in terms of 'life-and
death politics' .  In a risk society, which has become aware of 
the possibility of an ecological crisis, a series of issues which 
were previoulsy considered of a private character, such as 
those concerning the !if estyle and diet, have left the realm of 
the intimate and the private and have become politicized. The 
relation of the individual to nature is typical of this transform
ation since it is now inescapably interconnected with a multi
plicity of global forces from which it is impossible to escape. 

Moreover, technological progress and scientific develop
ments in the field of medicine and genetic engineering are 
now forcing people to make decisions in the field of ' body 
politics' hitherto unimaginable. Those decisions on life and 
death are putting philosophical issues of existentialism on the 
political agenda and individuals will be obliged to confront 
them if they do not want their future to be left in the hands of 



experts or dealt with according to the logic of the market. 
Geck claims that this gives us the possibility of changing soci
l'tY in an existential sense. Everything depends on the capacity 
of people to shed their old modes of thought, inherited from 
the first modernity, so as to meet the challenges posed by risk 
society. The model of unambiguous intrwnental rationality 
should be abolished and ways of making the 'new ambiva
lence' acceptable have to be found. What is needed is the 
creation of forums where a consensus could be built between 
the experts, the politicians, the industrialists and the citizens 
on ways of establishing possible forms of co-operation 
among them. This would require the transformation of expert 
systems into democratic public spheres. 

Beck likes to stress the positive role that doubt can play in 
fomenting compromises which make the overcoming of 
conflicts possible. The generalization of an attitude of doubt, 
he claims, shows the way to a new modernity , based no longer 
on certainty like simple modernity but on the acknowledge
ment of ambivalence and the refusal of a superior authority. 
He asserts that the generalized scepticism and the centrality of 
doubt which are prevalent today preclude the emergence of 
a.ntagonistic relations. We have entered an era of ambivalence 
ln which nobody can believe any more that they possess the 
truth , belief which was precisely where antagonisms were 
•�mming from. Therefore the very ground for their emer
aencc has been eliminated. 7  This is why he dismisses attempts 
to speak in terms of left and right and to organize collective 
identities around those lines as 'crutches of the past ' .  He even 
aoes so far as to assert that ' the political programme of a 
radicalized modernization is scepticism' .  

In Beck's view, a society where doubt has been generalized 
wtll be unable to think in terms of friend and enemy , and a 
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pacification of conflicts will follow. He takes it for granted 
that, once they stop believing in the existence of a truth that 
they can possess, people will realize that they have to be toler
ant of other viewpoints and he believes that they will make 
compromises instead of trying to impose their own ideas. 
Only those who still think according to the old categories and 
who are unable to put their dogmatic certainties into question 
will still behave in an adversarial manner. Hopefully, the side
effects of reflexive modernization will lead to their disappear
ance and we can therefore reasonably expect the advent of a 
cosmopolitan order. 

GIDDENS AND THE POST-TRADITIONAL SOCIETY 

In the case of Anthony Giddens the key concept is post
traditional society' .  What he wants to indicate by this concept 
is that we are caught up in everyday experiments which have 
profound consequences for the self and identity and which 
involve a multiplicity of changes and adaptation in daily life. 
Modernity has become experimental at a global level and it is 
fraught with global hazards whose outcome we cannot con
trol: 'manufactured uncertainty' has become part of our life. 
like Beck, Giddens believes that many of those uncertainties 
have been created by the very growth of human knowledge. 
They are the result of human intervention in social life and 
into nature. The growth of manufactured uncertainty has 
been accelerated by the intensifying of globalization thanks to 
the emergence of means of instantaneous global communica
tion. The development of a globalizing cosmpolitan society 
has meant that traditions have become opened to interroga
tion, their status has changed because now justifications have 
to be offered for them and they can no longer be ta.ken for 
granted as in the past. 



The rise of a post-traditional social order has been 
accompanied by the expansion of 'social reflexivity' because 
manufactured uncertainty now intrudes into all areas of social 
l ife. Individuals have therefore to process a lot of information 
on which they need to act in their everyday actions. Giddens 
Ufums that the development of social reflexivity is in fact the 
key to understanding a diversity of changes which have taken 
place both in economy and in politics. For instance 'the 
emergence of "post-Fordism" in industrial enterprises is 
usually analysed in terms of technological changes - particu-
1.uly the influence of information technology. But the under
ly ing reason for the growth of "flexible production" and 
" bottom-up decision-making " is that a universe of high 
reflexivity leads to greater autonomy of action, which the 
enterprise must recognize and draw on. '8  A similar argument, 
be says, could be made in the sphere of politics concerning 
bureaucratic authority, which in his view is no longer a 
required condition for organizational effectiveness. This is 

why bureaucratic systems start to disappear and states can no 
longer treat their citizens as 'subjects ' .  

Giddens argues that we should now think in terms of 'life 
pol itics ' ,  which he opposes to the ' emancipative' mode. He 
asserts: 'Life politics concerns political issues which fl.ow 
from processes of self-actualization in post-traditional con
texts, where globalizing tendencies intrude deeply into the 
refl exive project of the self. and conversely where processes of 
ttl f-realization influence global strategies.'9 This means that 
1llfe politics' includes for instance ecological questions and 
also the changing nature of work , the family, and personal 
and cultural identity. While emancipatory politics concerns 
llle chances and freedom from different types of constraints, 
l l fe politics concerns life decisions - decisions about how we 
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should live in a post-traditional world where what used to be 
natural or traditional has now become opened to choice. It is 
not only a politics of the personal and it would be a mistake, 
stresses Giddens, to think that it is only a concern of the more 
affluent. To be sure ecological and feminist issues play a cen
tral role but life politics also covers more traditional areas of 
political involvement such as work and economic activity. It is 
therefore very relevant to tackle the manifold problems arising 
from the transformation of the labour force. His claim is that 
'Life politics is about the challenges that face collective 
humanity' . 1 0  

Giddens joins Beck in underlining the growth o f  a new 
individualism which represents a real challenge to the usual 
ways of doing politics. In his view, this new individualism 
should be understood in the context of the complex effects of 
globalization and their impact in the diminishing role that 
tradition and customs play in our lives. Contrary to many left
wing as well as conservative critics, who see it as an expres
sion of moral decay and as a threat to social solidarity , he sees 
institutional individualism as opening many positive possi
bilities, for instance as allowing a more adequate balance 
between individual and collective responsibilities. Indeed 
the fact that we are now living in a more reflective manner 
creates pressures towards greater democratization and this 
new individualism contributes in a crucial way to this 
democratic trend. 1 1  

DEMOCRATIZING DEMOCRACY 

As we might expect from the previous considerations, Giddens 
sees the left/right divide as being obsolete. One of his books 
is even called Beyond Left and Right .  He argues that with the 
demise of the socialist model and the fact that there is no 



longer an alternative to capitalism, the main dividing line 
between left and right has disappeared and that most of the 
new problems arising in the context of the post-traditional 
society, i.e. all those issues concerning 'life politics' ,  cannot 
be expressed within the left/right framework. A detradition
tlizing social order requires a new type of ' generative politics' 
according to which: ( 1 )  the desired outcomes are not deter
mined from the top; (2) si tuations are created in which active 
trust can be built and sustained; (3) autonomy is granted 
to those affected by specific programmes or policies ; ( 4) 
resoUices are generated which enhance autonomy, including 
material wealth; ( S) political power is decentralized. 1 2  

Modern trust was invested mainly i n  expert-systems,  but 
now says Giddens, what we need is 'active trust ' .  In a post
traditional context where the institutions have become reflex
ive, the propositions of experts are opened to critique by the 
citizens and passive trust is not enough, trust must become 
active. To generate active trust expert knowledge must be 
democratically validated. Indeed, scientific statements are 
now treated by the public as contestable propositional truths 
and this is why expert systems need to become dialogical. 
Hence his call for a 'dialogic democracy' .  What is at stake is 
1he creation of active trust generating social solidarity among 
Individuals and groups. Active trust implies a reflexive 
engagement oflay people with expert systems instead of their 
reliance on expert authority. 

In an argument akin to the one made by Beck about the 
need to transform expert systems in democratic public spheres, 
< ilddens argues for the necessity of democratizing the main 
Institutions of society (including the family) by opening 
1hcm to debate and contestation. The aim is to promote 
1 lw value of autonomy in the widest possible range of social 
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relations and this requires the establishment of small-scale 
public spheres where conflicts of interests could be resolved 
through public dialogue. He points out that such a process of 
democratization is driven by the expansion of social reflexiv
ity and detraditionalization and that it is already at work in at 
least four social contexts: ( 1 )  in the realm of personal life 
where, in sexual relations, parent-child relations and friend
ship. we are witnessing the emergence of an 'emotional dem
ocracy' ;  ( 2) in the organizational arena where bureaucratic 
hierarchies are being replaced by more flexible and decentral
ized sytems of authority; (3)  in the development of social 
movements and self-help groups, where challenging different 
forms of authority and opening up spaces for public dialogue 
represents another potential for democratization; ( 4) at the 
global level, where democratizing tendencies drawing on a 
mixture of reflexivity, autonomy and dialogue may eventually 
generate a cosmopolitan global order. 1 3  

To b e  sure, Giddens does not exclude the possibility of 
setbacks and he acknowledges that the reassertion of trad
itional relations may breed fundamentalism and violence, but 
he is basically optimistic about the future of post-traditional 
societies. He emphasizes the fact that. in reflexive modernity. 
traditions are forced to j ustify themselves and chat only those 
which are made available to discursive j ustification will be 
able to persist. Moreover, this requisite of discursive j ustifica
tion creates conditions for a dialogue with other traditions as 
well as with alternative modes of behaviour. One can there
fore expect the growing availability of a 'd ialogic democracy' 
where one is ready to listen and to debate with the other, and 
this both on the level of personal life and on that of the global 
order. 

The opening out of science is central to the proj ect of 



dialogical democratization because, as in the field of 
'emotional democracy' ,  visibility and openness to public 
discussion are the preconditions for the advance of social 
reflexivity and the granting of autonomy. Giddens suggests 
that we should visualize dialogic democracy as linked to the 
development of what he calls 'pure relationship' ,  i .e. a rela
tionship into which one enters and remains for its own sake 
because of the rewards that associating with others brings. 
This type of pure relationship is found in the area of personal 
life and it is linked to the growth of 'emotional democracy' 
which he sees as the model for his dialogic approach. Indeed, 
there is according to Giddens a close link between pure rela
tionship and dialogic democracy. Referring to the literature 
of marital and sexual therapy, he suggests that there are 
important parallels between the way they envisage the qual
ities required for a good relationship and the formal mechan
isms of political democracy because in both cases the issue is 
of one of autonomy. 14  

Giddens summarizes his view in the following way: 

Pressures towards dem ocrat izat i o n  - which always face 

contrary inf luences - are created by the twin processes of 

globalizat ion and in stitut ional reflexivity. Detradit ionalization 

d isembeds local  contexts of  act ion and at the same t ime 

alters the character o f  t h e  g lobal order: even when they 

remain f irmly a d hered to, t radit ions are i n creasingly forced 

into c o n tact with one another. Glo b alizatio n .  reflexivity and 

detrad i t ional ization c reates 'd ialog ic  spaces· that mu st 

in some way be f illed. These are spaces which c a n  be 

engaged with d ia logica lly, i nvoking mechanisms of 

aclive trust - but  whi c h  can a lso be occupied by 

fun d a menta l isms . 1 5  
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A POST-POLITICAL VISION 

As should be clear by now, what the approach advocated by 
Beck and Giddens aims at eliminating from politics is the 
notion of the 'adversary ' ,  which, in Chapter 2 I have pre
sented as the central one for democratic politics. Both of them 
believe thac in the current stage of reflexive modernity a 
' democratization of democracy' can take place without hav
ing to define an adversary. The main political questions now
adays concern issues about adjudication between different 
lifestyle claims, about the extension of autonomy to all the 
spheres where dialogic democratization can be implemented 
in order to foster the development of reflexivity. They need 
to be decided by individuals not groups and framed in terms 
of 'life politics' (Giddens) and 'sub-politics' (Beck) . The 
democratic debate is envisaged as a dialogue between indi
viduals whose aim is to create new solidarities and extend the 
bases of active trust. Conflicts can be pacified thanks to the 
'opening up' of a variety of public spheres where, through 
dialogue, people with very different interests will make 
decisions about the variety of issues which affect them and 
develop a relation of mutual tolerance allowing them to live 
together. Disagreements will of course exist but they should 
not take an adversarial form. 

Their main argument is that, in post-traditional societies, 
we no longer find collective identities constructed in terms of 
we/they. which means that political frontiers have dissipated. 
Collective and group-specific sources of meaning are suffer
ing from exhaustion and individuals are now expected to live 
with a broad variety of global and personal risks without the 
old certainties. With the advent of risk society and the indi
vidualization of political conflicts, the old lines of conflict and 
partisan controversies have lost their relevance and the past 



clarities of politics are no longer effective. They contend that 
the adversarial model of politics, characteristic of simple 
modernity, has therefore become obsolete in the current 
stage of reflexive modernization and it needs to be discarded. 

The key to the disappearance of collective identities is the 
dynamics of individualization which is seen by Beck and 
Giddens as being at the core of reflexive modernity. This 
process of individualization destroys the collecrive forms of 
l ife necessary for rhe emergence of collective consciousness 
and the kind of politics which corresponds to them. It is 
therefore completely illusory to try to foster class solidarity, 
g iven that the main experience of individuals today is 
precisely the very destruction of the conditions of collective 
.;olidarity. The growth of individualism undermines trade 
unions and parties and renders inoperative the type of politics 
which they used to foster. Beck, of course, has never believed 
1 hat they were important since, as we have seen, he affirms 
that the main transformations undergone by our societies 
have not been the result of political struggles bur have taken 
place unintended and unpolitically as the result of 'side
effects' .  Indeed he proclaims that his theory 'is not a theory 
of crisis or class. not a theory of decline, but rather a theory of 
the unintended, latent disembedding and re-embedding 
of industrial society due ro the success of Wesrern 
modernization' .  1 6  

I t  is very revealing that the only type o f  radical opponent 
which such a model can envisage is the ' traditionalist' or the 
'fundamentalisr' who, in reaction against the development of 
the posr-rraditional society, attempts to reassert rhe old cer
tainties of tradition. Those traditionalisls or fundamentalists, 
by their very rejection of the advances of reflexive moderni
U.tion, place themselves against the course of history and 
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obviously they cannot be allowed to participate in the 
dialogical discussion. In fact, if we accept the distinction 
which I have proposed between ' enemy ' and 'adversary ' ,  this 
type of opponent is not an adversary but an enemy, i .e .  one 
whose demands are not recognized as legitimate and who 
must be excluded from the democratic debate. 

Several crucial consequences follow from the erasure of the 
place of the adversary and in the following chapter I will 
argue that it sheds light on the antagonistic form taken by 
some current political struggles. At this point what is import
ant to stress is that, by declaring the end of the adversarial 
model of politics, the Beck/ Gi<ldens approach forecloses the 
possibility of giving an 'agonistic' form to political conflicts; 
the only possible form of opposition is the 'antagonistic' one. 
Indeed, if we accept to envisage the domain of politics accord
ing to their framework, we end up with the following picture: 
on one side, a mutiplicity of 'sub-political' struggles about 
a variety of 'life issues' which can be dealt with through 
dialogue ;  on the other side, either the old-fashioned ' tradi
tionalists' or, more worryingly, the 'fundamentalists' fighting 
a backward struggle against the forces of progress. 

Beck and Giddens are of course convinced that the ' forces 
of progress' will prevail and that a cosmopolitan order will be 
established, but how will we get there and what will happen 
in the meantime? How are we going, for instance, to address 
the profound inequalities which exist today in the world? It is 
noteworthy that neither Beck nor Giddens has much to say 
about power relations and the way they structure our soci
eties. They emphasize social fluidity and completely ignore 
the way in which 'reflexive modernity' has seen the emer
gence of a new class whose power will have to be challenged 
if the basic institutions of the 'post-traditional ' society are to 



be democratized . Likewise, it is clear that the movement 
against bureaucratization, which Giddens sees as an import
ant domain of what he calls 'generative politics' ,  will not take 
place without a struggle against the managers whose power 
will have to be curtailed. As far as concerns ecological issues, 
on which they put great emphasis, it is remarkable that nei-
1 her of them seems to realize how deeply many of the prob
lems related to the enviromnent have to do with neo-liberal 
policies with their prioratizing of profit and market mechan
isms. In all the crucial areas where power structures are at 
stake, their non-conflictual political approach is unable to 
pose the adequate questions. Politics, as Perry Anderson 
points out, commenting on Giddens, is not an exchange of 
1 1pinions but a contest for power and he warns that 'The 
danger of conceiving democratic life as a dialogue is that we 
may forget that its primary reality remains strife' . 1 7  Withouc 
grasping the structure of the current hegemonic order and 
the type of power relations through which it is constituted, 
no real democratization can ever get off the ground. Whatever 
its proponents might claim, the 'd.ialogical' approach is far 
from being radical because no radical politics can exist without 
C'baJlenging existing power relations and this requires defin
ing an adversary, which is precisely what such a perspective 
forecloses. 

DIALOGIC DEMOCRACY VERSUS AGON ISTIC DEMOCRACY 

I want to make sure that my criticism of Beck and Giddens is 
not misunderstood. In no way am I arguing here in favour of 
1he traditional conception of revolutionary politics. I do agree 
1hit democratic politics cannot take the form of a friend/ 
enemy confrontation without leading to the destruction of 
1he poJitical association. And I have already made clear my 
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allegiance to the basic principles of pluralist democracy. But 
that does not mean that any kind of adversarial confrontation 
is thereby foreclosed and that we are bound to endorse a 
consensual, dialogic approach .  As I have argued in Chapter 2 ,  
the fundamental question for democratic theory is to envisage 
how the antagonistic dimension - which is constitutive of the 
political - can be given a form of expression that will not 
destroy the political association . I suggested that it required 
distinguishing between the categories of 'antagonism' (rela
tions between enemies) and 'agonism' (relations between 
adversaries) and envisaging a sort of 'conflictual consensus' 
providing a corrunon symbolic space among opponents who 
are considered as 'legitimate enemies ' .  Contrary to the dia
logic approach, the democratic debate is conceived as a real 
confrontation. Adversaries do fight - even fiercely - but 
according to a shared set of rules, and their positions, despite 
being ultimately irreconcilable, are accepted as legitimate 
perspectives. The fundamental difference between the 'dia
logical' and the 'agonistic' perspectives is that the aim of 
the latter is a profound transformation of the existing power 
relations and the establishment of a new hegemony. This is 
why it can properly be called 'radical' .  To be sure, it is not 
the revolutionary politics of the jacobin type, but neither is it 
the liberal one of competing interests within a neutral terrain 
or the discursive formation of a democratic consensus. 

Such an understanding of the ' adversary' is precisely what 
the Beck/Giddens approach is unable to visualize and this is 
why they remain squarely within the traditional parameters 
of liberal politics. Their 'democratizing of democracy' should 
therefore not be confounded with the 'radical democracy' 
that Ernesto Laclau and I advocated as early as 1 985  in 
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. 1 8  It is in fact worth spelling out the 



differences between the two perspectives, particularly since, 
.11 first sight, there might seem to exist many similarities. For 
Instance, our book is also a critique of the jacobin model of 
politics and we acknowledge that politics is now taking place 
ln a multiplicity of domains hitherto considered as non
political . One of the central theses of Hegemony and Socialist Strategy 

is the need to take account of all the democratic struggles 
which have emerged in a variety of social relations and 
which, we argued, could not be apprehended through the 
category of 'class' .  Those struggles, usually designated as the 
'new social movements ' ,  constitute the field of what Beck 
calls 'sub-politics' and Giddens 'life political issues ' .  There is 
therefore agreement on the importance of enlarging the 
domain of politics. But our perspectives diverge concerning 
the way political struggle should be envisaged. For us the 
radicalization of democracy requires the transformation of 
the existing power structures and the construction of a new 
hegemony. In our view, the building of a new hegemony 
lmplies the creation of a 'chain of equivalence' among the 
diversity of democratic struggles, old and new, in order to 
form a 'collective will' ,  a 'we' of the radical democratic 
.Forces. This can be done only by the determination of a ' they' ,  
1he adversary that has to be defeated in order to make the new 
begcmony possible. While keeping our distance from the len
lnist tradition of total revolutionary break, and stressing that 
• >ur understanding of radical democracy was compatible with 
1he maintenance of the institutions of the so-called 'formal 
cteIDocracy' ,  we nevertheless also parted company with the 
liberal approach of the neutrality of the state. Despite its 
jlhortcomings, we see the marxist tradition as having made 
11 1 1  important contribution to our understanding of the 
clynamics of the capitalist system and its consequences over 
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the ensemble of social relations. This is why, contrary to Beck 
and Giddens, we acknowledge the crucial role played by 
economic power in the structuring of an hegemonic order. 

If the 'reflexive democracy' approach can envisage the 
democratization of democracy as the smooth extension of the 
dialogical framework to all areas of society it  is because they 
remain blind to the hegemonic dimension of politics. Beck's 
and Giddens 's dismisal of the adversarial model as an out
dated way of structuring the political field is the consequence 
of their incapacity to acknowledge the hegemonic constitu
tion of social reality. Despite making some gestures towards 
asserting the discursive nature of the social, they overlook one 
crucial aspect of this process : the role of power relations in 
the construction of all forms of objectivity. Add to that their 
belief that collective identities have disappeared as a conse
quence of individualization processes, and it is not surprising 

ro that they are unable to grasp the dynamics of politics. v 
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THE RHETORICS OF MODERNIZATION 

The theorists of reflexive modernization present the politics 
that they advocate as being grounded in their sociological 
analysis. They assert that they are merely drawing the con
sequences in the field of politics of the transformations which 
have been happening in our societies: the loss of relevance of 
collective identities and the obsolescence of the adversarial 
model. This gives an appearance of scienti.ficity and incontest
ability to their post-political vision, making all those who 
disagree with them seem prisoners of an old-fashioned 
framework. 

The key word of this strategy is of course ' modernization' ,  
whose effect is to discriminate between those who are in tune 
with the new conditions of the modern, post- traditional 



world and those who still cling desperately to the past. To use 
' modernization ' in such a way is no doubt a powerful rhet
orical gesture which allows them to draw a political frontier 
l 1etween 'the moderns' and ' the traditionalists or fundamen
talists ' ,  while at the same time denying the political character 
of their move. Despite their thesis about the disappearance of 
the we/ they distinction and its centrality in politics, it is not 
�u rprising that nei ther Beck nor Giddens can avoid establish
ing a frontier between we and they. This was to be expected, 
since such a frontier, as we have seen earlier, is constitutive of 
politics. But by presenting it, in a supposedly neutral way, as 
aociological evidence, they deny its political nature. 

Such a denial constitutes the typical post-political gesture 
and it repays close examination which will bring us import
ant insights. As we have just seen, while announcing the end 
of the adversarial model, Beck and Giddens cannot escape 
defining an adversary· or enemy, who is the 'fundamentalist' 
opposing the process of reflexive modernization. So the 'we' 
• >f the ' modern people ' ,  i.e. those who are part of the move
ment of reflexive modernization, is constructed by the 
determination of a ' they ' ,  the traditionalists or fundamental
ists who oppose this movement. They cannot take part in the 
dia.logic process, whose borders are in fact constituted by 
their very exclusion. What is this, if not a typical friend/ 
enemy discrimination , but one which, as I have indicated, is 
not recognized as such because it is presented as a sociological 
fact and not as a political, partisan gesture? 

What should we conclude from this? It means that, con-
1rary to their claims, the political in its antagonistic dimen
tion has not disappeared, but in this case it manifests itself 
under a different guise, as a mechanism of exclusion justified 
1m pseudo-scientific grounds. What is really problematic 
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from a political point of view is that such a mode of drawing 
the political frontier is not conducive to a vibrant democratic 
debate. When an exclusion is j ustified in this way, it is not 
open to political contestation and it is shielded from demo
cratic discussion. Demands which are presented as coming 
from the traditionalists or fundamentalists can thereby be 
ignored in good conscience by 'dialogical' democrats. 

In the next chapter, when I discuss the political con
sequences of the denial of the constitutive nature of antagon
ism, I will have the opportunity of giving other examples of 
the post-political legerdemain, which consists in drawing a 
political frontier while denying its political character. But 
before we reach this point, I want to examine the attempt 
to link the theses of 'reflexive modernity' to the concrete 
political strategy of the so-called 'radical centre' .  

GIDDENS AND THE THIRD WAY 

The main player in this field is Giddens, who is usually credited 
with the attempt to lay the intellectual foundations for the 
centre-left position referred to as ' the third way ' .  In two 
books, The Thi rd Way and The Third Way and Its Critics, published 
respectively in 1 998 and 2000 ,  he tried to draw the con
sequences of his sociological theory for practical politics and 
made a series of proposals for the 'redefinition of social dem
ocracy after the death of socialism ' .  Scrutinising these will 
provide us with a privileged standpoint to test the impact of 
the post-political approach in the practice of politics. 

Social democracy, asserts Giddens, must come to terms 
with the end of the bipolar world system and the demise of the 
communist model. In his view, the identity of social demo
crats has been thrown into crisis by the collapse of commun
ism because, although they defined themselves in opposition 



10 communism, they shared some of its perspectives. The 
1 i me has therefore come for a radical rethinking. This, he says, 
requires facing five dilemmas: ( I )  the implications of global
ization; (2) the consequences of the spread of individualism ; 
( 3 )  the loss of meaning of the left/right divide; ( 4) the fact 
that politics is taking place outside the orthodox mechanisms 
of democracy; (5) the need to take account of the ecological 
problems. 1 9  

The background of his thesis i s  that, under the present 
conditions of globalization, the Keynesian form of economic 
management, which was a cornerstore of social democracy, 
has been drastically weakened. Moreover, with the defeat of 
1ocialism as a theory of economic management, one of the 
main dividing lines between left and right has disappeared. 
Social democrats must acknowledge that there is no alterna
tive to capitalism. Drawing on his theory of reflexive modern
ization, Giddens criticizes classical social democracy for the 
centrality it attributes to the state in social and economic life 
and for its distrust of civil society . This makes it very badly 
prepared to grasp the nature of the new individualism, which 
It accuses of destroying common values and public concerns. 
Viewing the growth of individualization processes with sus
picion, social democrats miss the potential for greater dem
ocratization which those processes entail. They cling to the 
1raditional institutions of the welfare state without realizing 
that the concept of collective provision has to be rethought 
and that, since we now Jive in a more open and reflective 
manner, a new balance between individual and collective 
responsibility has to be found. 

According to Giddens, 'The overall aim of third way politics 
ahould be to help citizens pilot their way through the major 
revolutions of our time: globalization, transformations in personal life 
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and our relationship co nature' . 20 He extols a positive atticude 
towards globalization, but envisaged as a wide phenomenon� 
not merely as a global market. Endorsing free trade, he 
recommends checking its destructive consequences by a con
cern wirh social justice. Finally , he declares that collectivism 
has co be relinquished and that expanding individualism 
needs to be accompanied by an extension of individual obli
gations. What is ar srake is the establishment of a new rela
tionship between the individual and the commilllity whose 
motto could be 'no rights without responsibilities ' .  Another 
motto of third way politics is 'no authority without dem
ocracy' .  In a post-traditional society, he claims, democracy is 
the only route to the justification of authority and he puts great 
emphasis on the creation of active trust as the way to maintain 
social cohesion and sustain social solidarity in contexts of 
reflexive modernization. 

To allow for a widening of democracy, argues Giddens, it is 
necessary to reform the state and government to make them 
act in parmership with civil society. The kind of reforms that 
he advocates include decentralization, expanding the role of 
the public sphere, fostering of administrative efficiency, new 
experiments with democracy beyond orthodox voting pro
cesses and increased intervention in the field of risk manage .. 
ment. Third way politics aims in this way at the creation of a 
new democratic state which will act in close co-operatic� 
with civil society in the context of a new mixed economy, 
which Giddens describes in the following way: 'The new 
mixed economy looks instead for a synergy between publi� 
and private sectors, utilizing the dynamism of markets but 
with the public interest in mind. It involves a balance between 
regulation and deregulation, on the transnational as well as 
national and local levels; and a balance between the economic 



and the non-economic in the life of the society' . i 1 The welfare 
state is not going to be abandoned but the relationship 
between risk and security should be shifted so as to create a 
�ociety of 'responsible risks takers' .  Similarly the meaning of 
redistribution should be shifted towards the 'redistribution of 
possibilities' .  

Particularly relevant for my argument is Giddens 's assertion 
that third way politics is 'one-nation politics' because it 
underlines the non-conflictual nature of his political project. 
This, of course, chimes with the central tenets of his socio
logical theory, which, as we have seen, erases the dimension 
of antagonism from the political. In post-traditional societies 
d.Lsagreements do exist, but they can be overcome through 
dialogue and education; they are not the expression of fun
damental conflicts and society is no longer marked by class 
division. Indeed it is the very concept of class that his 'Ufe 
politics' intends to abolish and to replace by questions of 
'lifestyle· .  

It is also worth underlining that Giddens designates this 
11ew democratic state as 'the state without enemies' and much 
• • I his argument is based on the idea that, with the passing of 
t h · bipolar era, states now face not enemies but dangers; 
htnce the need to look for other sources of legitimacy than 
1 hr ones provided by the threat of war. Those considerations 
Wt're of course published before the events of 1 1 September 
100 I and today, with the unleashing of the 'war against ter-

1 1Jrlsm ' ,  they seem hopelessly outdated. I reckon, however, that 
t , iddens might wane co stick to his position, explaining those 
1 rtrents as temporary setbacks provoked by the reactions of the 
I 1 1 11damentalists to the advances of reflexive modernization. 

How should we evaluate Giddens's political proposals? He 
1 l• l ins that his aim is to contribute to a renewal of social 
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democracy, but it is clear that this supposed renewal consists 
in making the social democratic project basically resign itself 
to accepting the present stage of capitalism. This is a drastic 
move since the aim of social democracy has always been to 
confront the systemic problems of inequality and instabilitJ! 
generated by capitalism. However, having decreed that there is 
no alternative, Giddens feels entitled to relinquish this sup
posedly outdated dimension. He simply overlooks the sys� 
temic connections existing between global market forces and 
the variety of problems - from exclusion to environmental 
risks - that his politics pretends to tackle. It is only on this 
condition that he can envisage a 'dialogical politics' tran
scending the adversarial model and able to produce solutiorul 
benefiting all sectors of society. Such a consensual. post� 
political perspective is characterized by a side-stepping of funojJ 
damental conflicts and by an evasion of any critical analysis of 
modern capitalism. This is why it is unable to challenge the 
hegemony of nee-liberalism. 

NEW LABOUR'S 'REN EWAL' OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY 

We find a confirmation of this fit between nee-liberal hegem1 
any and the ' third way' when we examine how Giddens's 
proposals for a renewed social democracy have informed the 
politics of New Labour. I do not intend to make a detailed 
analysis of the various policies of the Blair government: it will 
be enough to indicate its principal orientation. The question I 
want to ask is: how radical is the politics of this so-called 
'radical centre' and what kind of consensus has it tried to 
implement? And the answer is really depressing. As Stuart Hall 
has pointed out, 22 instead of challenging the neo-liberal 
hegemony implemented by eighteen years of Thatcherite rulei 
New labour has picked up where Thatcherism left off. Bla.i..P 



chose to adapt to the neo-liberal terrain, albeit in a distinctive 
way. His project has been to absorb social democracy into 
neo- liberalism. New Labour long-term strategy. says Hall, is 
' the transformation of social democracy into a particular vari
ilOC of free market nee-liberalism' .  Some social democratic 
objectives, aiming for instance at a certain level of redistribu
t ion and improvements of public services, are present but 
they are subordinated to the nee-liberal agenda of setting the 
corporate economy free of the regulations which previous 
social democratic governments had installed to control capit
alism. The welfare state has been 'modernized' by the intro
duction of internal markets and the spread of management 
l �'chniques promoting the key 'entrepreneurial values' of effi
ciency, choice and selectivity. True, the state is not seen as 
the enemy as in the case of nee-liberalism, but its role has 
been completely transformed. It is no longer ' to support the 
less fortunate or powerful in a society which "naturally" pro
duces huge inequalities of wealth, power and opportunity, 
but to help individuals themselves to provide for all their social 
needs - health, education, environmental, travel , housing, 
parenting, security in unemployment, pensions in old age, 
etc' . n  This is how 'active government' is understood by 
New Labour. 

John Gray, who also stresses the importance of nee-liberal 
lcleology and the cult of the market in the intellectual forma-
1ion of New Labour, argues that, in the field of privatizations, 
)lair went even further than Thatcher would have envisaged. 
I Ii: gives as examples the introduction of market forces into 
1he justice system and the prison services and notes: 'Here the 
111arket was being inserted in core of the state itself - a move 
t hat in Thatcher 's time only the right-wing think-thanks 
fapported' . 24 Other policies in which he sees Blair going 
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further than Thatcher include the deregulation of post� 
services and the injection of market forces into the National 

Health Service. 
A very clear sign of New Labour renunciation of its left 

identity is that it has abandoned the struggle for equality. The 
slogan of the party has now become to provide 'choice ' .  
Classes have disappeared and the key terms today are those of 
' inclusion' and 'exclusion' .  Society is viewed as basicall'1t 
composed of middle classes; the only exceptions are a small 
elite of the very rich on one side and those who are 
' excluded' on the other. This view of the social structure pr� 
vides the basis for the ' consensus at the centre' that New 

Labour is advocating. This of course chimes with the tenet 
that 'post-traditional' societies are no longer structured 

through unequal power relations. By redefining the structural 

inequalities systematically produced by the market in terms 
of ' exclusion ' .  one can dispense with the structural analysis of 
their causes, thereby avoiding the fundamental question of1 

which changes in power relations are needed to tackle them. 
It is only in that way that a 'modernized' social democraC1 
can eschew the traditional identity of the left and situate itselfl 
'beyond left and right' .  

One of the ways advocated by Giddens to transcend the old 
left/right division consists in establishing partnership. 
between the state and civil society and this idea has bee111 
enthusiastically adopted by New Labour through 'public4 
private partnerships' (PPP) - with disastrous results for publi� 
services. There is no need to retell here the disastrous story of 

the railways. The failure of the attempt to entrust to privat"! 
companies the running of such a vital part of the transpo� 
system has been so blatant that the state had to be brough. 
back. However this does not seem co have diminished New 



Labour' s  fervour for the PPP, which it still tries to impose in 
other areas. The PPP strategy is of course paradigmatic of the 
third way : neither state (left) nor private sector (right) . but 
their supposed harmonious partnership, with the state putting 
up the money for investments and the entrepreneurs reaping 
the profits and of course with the citizens ( conswners in 
New Labour parlance) suffering accordingly! 

This is how a supposed renewal of social democracy has 
produced a 'social democratic variant of nee-liberalism' 
(Hall) . The case of New Labour makes clear that the refusal to 
acknowledge that a society is always hegemonically consti
tuted through a certain structure of power relations leads to 
,1ccepting the existing hegemony and remaining trapped 
within its configuration of forces. This is the necessary out
come of a 'consensus at the centre' which pretends that the 
adversarial model has been overcome. Instead of being the 
lerrain where an agonistic debate takes place between left 
and right policies, politics is reduced to 'spinning' .  Since 
there is no fundamental difference between them, parties will 
try to sell their products by clever marketing with the help of 
.idvertising agencies. The consequence has been a growing 
d isaffection with politics and a drastic fall in participation in 
dections. How long will it take before citizens completely 
lose faith in the democratic process? 
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C u rrent Cha l le n g es to t h e  Post- p o lit i c a l  Vis ion 

Fou r  

If we are co believe the optimistic picture put forward by the 
theorists of ' reflexive modernization' and the politicians of 
the 'third way',  notwithstanding some rearguard resistance to 
progress, the basic trend nowadays is towards a unified and 
pacified world. However, chis is far from being the case and 
their post-political vision has increasingly been contradictecl 
from many quarters. To be sure, in recent decades the frontierl 
between left and right have become increasingly blurred. But 
instead of creating the conditions for a more mature dem .. 
ocracy, what we have witnessed in many Western societies is a 
loss of legitimacy of democratic institutions. Moreover, as far 
as international politics is concerned, the end of the bipolat 
world order has led not to a more harmonious system but to 
the explosion of a multiplicity of new antagonisms. Eveu 
before the dramatic events of 1 1 Sep tern ber 2001  and the 
'war on terrorism' that they unleashed, it was already clear that 
antagonisms. far from having disappeared , were manifestu.tl 
themselves in new forms in both national and internation• 
contexts. 

For instance, the shallowness of the post-political approacl 
had already been revealed by the emergence in several 
European countries of right-wing populist parties whost 
success confounded liberal theorists and commentators aliket 
How could they explain that, contrary to their claims abouJ 



tbe demise of collective identities, so many people in 
advanced societies could be attracted by parties appealing 
to supposedly 'archaic' forms of identifications such as 
' rhe people ' ?  Having celebrated the arrival of a new kind 
of non-partisan individualist voter, detached from trad
i t ional affiliations, who was rationally 'picking and 
d10osing' among different party policies, how could dialogic 
t heorists make sense of this sudden eruption of populist 
1-'assions? 

A first answer was to attribute this phenomenon to a con
text in which past atavisms had not yet been overcome. This is, 
for instance, how the success of the Freedom Party in Austria 
was interpreted. The accepted view was that J6rg Haider's 
appeal was due to the fact that Austria was a country that had 
11ot yet managed to come to terms with its nazi past. No need 
to worry, this was a special case and such a phenomenon 
could not reproduce itself in other countries. 

However, the inadequacy of this facile explanation based 
on the 'remains of the past' was quickly revealed by the 
11mergence of similar parties in many other countries with a 
'ftry different history. It is obviously impossible to attribute 
1 ! 11 ·  growing success of right-wing populist parties in Belgium, 
l tenmark, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Norway, Italy and 
•ranee (to list only the most important ones) to the absence 
1 1 1  those countries of a critical relationship with their past. So 
hheral theorists looked for other explanations to fit their 
1 .i11onalist approach, insisting for instance on the role of 
1 1 1ulducated, lower-class voters, susceptible to being attracted 
by 1iemagogues. In vain, because sociological analyses clearly 
1 1 1 1licate that voters for populist parties can be found in all 
1 1 lc >rs of the electorate. 

Do we have to conclude then that there is no common 
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explanation for this new kind of right-wing populism? I do 
not believe this to be the case and I am convinced that it is 
certainly not a coincidence that we have witnessed in recent 
years the unexpected rise of parties whose success is based on 
their populist rhetorics. But instead of looking for the causes 
in signs of 'backwardness ' ,  either in the history of the country 
or in the social status of the electorate, it is to the shortcomings 
of the main political parties that we have to turn our attention. 

RIGHT-WING POPULISM 

When we examine the state of democratic politics in all the 
countries where right-wing populism has made serious 
inroads, we find a srriking similarity. Their growth has always 
taken place in circumstances where the differences between 
the traditional democratic parties have become much less 
significant than before. In some cases, as in Austria , this was 
due to a long period of coalition government; in others, as in 
France, to the move towards the centre of parties previousli 
clearly situated at the left of the political spectrum. But in each 
case a consensus at the centre had been established, which did 
not allow voters to make of a real choice between significant!� 
different policies. In countries where the electoral sytem did 
not discriminate against third parties, right-wing demagogu� 
were therefore able to articulate the desire for an alternative to 
the stifling consensus. 

The case of Austria is particularly interesting because it 

provides one of the earliest corroboration of my argurnent. 1 

The consensus at the centre was established there soon after 

the end of the Second World War through the creation of a 
'grand coalition' between the conservative People's Par£1! 
(OVP) and the Socialist Party (SPO) .  They devised a form of 
co-operation thanks to which they were able to control the 



life of the country in a variety of fields: political , economic, 
social and cultural. The 'Proporz system' allowed them to 
divide the most important posts in the banks, hospitals, 
schools and nationalized industries between their respective 
elites. This created the ideal terrain for a talented demagogue 
l ike Jorg Haider who, when he took control in 1 986 of the 
f.reedom Party of Austria (FPO) - a party that was almost 
facing extinction - was able to transform it into a protest 
party against the 'grand coalition' .  By actively mobilizing the 
1hemes of popular sovereignty, he quickly managed to articu
late the growing resistances to the way in which the country 
was governed by the coalition of elites. 

Haider's discursive strategy consisted in constructing a 
frontier between a 'we' of all the good Austrians, hard workers 
tnd defenders of national values and a ' they' composed of the 
parties in power, the trade unions , bureaucrats, foreigners, 
left-wing intellectuals and artists, who were all presented as 
impeding a real democratic debate. Thanks to this populist 
ltrategy the FPO experienced a dramatic surge in electoral 
. 1 1pport and its share of the votes increased steadily until the 
November 1 999 elections when it became the second party 
In the country, slightly overtaking the conservatives with 

7 per cent. 
Since then, of course, participation in government has ser

hJusly weakened the position of the party, which has steadily 
l"t'll losing ground in all elections, local as well as national -

10 the point that in the European elections held in June 2004,  
llh score was reduced to 6.7  per cent. It would be highly 
lftltructive to scrutinize the reasons for such a decline. For 
1 1 1  .. � .u ce one could interpret it as providing a good argument 

• .  h . c the strategy of Ausgrenzung (exclusion) which had been 
1 l1 tminant in Austrian politics till then and according to which 
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the aim of the two main parties had been to exclude the FPO 
from participating in government. However, this is not my 
concern here. What I want to emphasize is that, contrary to 
the widespread view, it is certainly not the appeal to supposed 
nazi nostalgia which accounts for the dramatic rise of the FPO 
but the ability of Haider to construct a powerful pole of col
lective identification around the opposition between ' the 
people' and the 'consensus elites' .  Indeed, this is precisely this 
'anti-establishment' pole that the party was unable to sustain 
once it became part of the governing coalition. 

The construction of a similar anti-establishment bloc 
explains the success of the Vlaarns Blok (VB) in Belgium. The 
stronghold of the party is located in Antwerp, where a coali., 
tion between socialists and Christian democrats has monopoft 
ized political power for several decades. This has allowed the 
VB to present itself as the only real alternative to those that it 
opposes as 'corrupt elites' . 2  In this case the 'cordon sanitairl!!I 
established by the main parties to prevent the VB (recendl 
renamed Vlaams Belang) from coming to power is still in 
place but the party has been going from strength to strengdll 
becoming the second most important party in the whole of 
Flanders in the 2004 European elections, with 24. 1 per cent. 

As far as France is concerned, it is notable that the rise of the 
Front National started in the 1 980s when, after Mitterrand11 
victory , the Socialist Party began to move towards the politic41 
centre, abandonning all pretence at offering an alternative to 
the existing hegemonic order. This allowed Jean-Marie Le Pen 
to claim that he was the only one to challenge the dominaxll 
consensus. The solutions he proposes are of course unacce,. 
able but one cannot deny the political character of his dis 
course. At the 2002 presidential elections, which were notabll 
for the fact that the two main candidates, Jacques Chirac and 



Lionel Jospin, were advocating very similar policies, it should 
therefore not have been such a surprise that Le Pen got a high 
vote, thereby eliminating Jospin from the second round. Since 
then, despite an electoral system which does not make it 
easy to translate the total percentage of votes into effective 
mandates, the party has been able to maintain itself more or 
less at the level of 1 3  per cent. 

THE DANGERS OF THE CONSENSUS MODEL 

This very quick look at some recent populist successes should 
be enough to illustrate one of the central theses of this chapter, 
1n which I will demonstrate the negative consequences of the 
absence of agonistic channels for the expression of conflicts, 
both in domestic and in international politics. With respect to 
1lomestic politics, it is my contention that the strong appeal of 
'anti-establishment' parties is due to the incapacity of estab
hahed democratic parties to put forward significant alterna-
1tves and that it can only be grasped within the context of the 
1 1 msensual mode of politics prevalent today. 

The growing success of populist parties provides an excel
Ii 1111 i l lustration of several of the theses I have asserted in 
� &rlier chapters. I start by returning to what I said concerning 

1 lu proclaimed end of the adversarial model of politics, usually 
1 · �ebrated as a progress for democracy. I argued that, as a 
1 • llDtequence of the blmring of the frontiers between left 

1 1d right and the absence of an agonistic debate among 
1 l 1 1 1 1 1ocratic parties, a confrontation between different polit
h •I projects, voters did not have the possibility of identifying 
� I t h  a differentiated range of democratic political identities. 
1 hi created a void that was likely to be occupied by other 
It 11 1 1 1s of identifications which could become problematic for 
1 1 11 worki ng of the democratic system. I asserted that, despite 
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the announced disappearance of collective identities and the 
victory of individualism, the collective dimension could not 
be eliminated from politics. If they were not available through 
traditional parties, collective identities were likely to be pro
vided in other forms. This is clearly what is happening with 
right-wing populist discourse, which is replacing the weak
ened left/right opposition by a new type of we/they con
structed around an opposition between ' the people' and 'the 
establishment ' .  Contrary to those who believe that politics can 
be reduced to individual motivations, the new populists are 
well aware that politics always consists in the creation of a 'we' 
versus a ' they' and that it requires the creation of collective 
identities. Hence the powerful appeal of their discourse which 
offers collective forms of identification around ' the people' .  

If we relate this to the other point I made concerning the 
importance of the affective dimension in politics and the need 
to mobilize passions through democratic channels. we can 
understand why the rationalist model of democratic politics1 
with its emphasis on dialogue and rational deliberation, is 
particularly vulnerable when confronted with a populist 
politics offering collective identifications with a high affective 
content like ' the people'. In a context where the dominant 
discourse proclaims that there is no alternative to the current 
neo-liberal form of globalization and that we should accept 
its dictats , it is not surprising that a growing number of 
people are listening to those who proclaim that alternatives 
do exist and that they will give back to the people the power 
to decide. When democratic politics has lost its capacity to 
mobilize people around distinct political projects and when it 
limits itself to securing the necessary conditions for the 
smooth working of the market, the conditions are ripe for 
political demagogues to articulate popular frustration. 



For some time the case of Britain seemed to provide a 
counter-example to such an evolution; however the recent 
success of the Independence Party in the 2004 European 
elections suggests that things might be changing. It is of 
course too early to predict the fate of such a party, and the 
British electoral system certainly does facilitate the rise of 
third parties. But the dramatic surge in the share of the votes 
needs to be taken seriously. It is undeniable that all the condi
tions nowadays exist in Britain for a right-wing populist party 
to exploit the popular frustration. Since the move to the right 
of New Labour under the leadership of Tony Blair, many 
traditional Labour voters no longer feel represented by the 
rarty. The demands of an increasing proportion of the popu
lar sectors have been left out of the political agenda and they 
muld easily be articulated through a populist discourse by a 
skilful demagogue. This is what has already been happeriing 
i n  many European countries and we could easily witness a 
similar phenomenon in British politics. 

It is high time to realize that, to a great extent, the success 
of right-wing populist parties comes from the fact that they 
articulate, albeit in a very problematic way, real democratic 
demands which are not taken into account by traditional 
parties. They also provide people with some form of hope, 
with the belief that things could be different. Of course it is an 
illusory hope, founded on false premises and unacceptable 
mechanisms of exclusion where xenophobia usually plays 
a central role. But when they are the only channels for the 
expression of political passions, their pretence to represent an 
alternative is very seductive. This is why I submit that the 
success of right-wing populist parties is the consequence of 
the lack of a vibrant democratic debate in our post
democracies. It proves that, far from benefiting democracy, 
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the blurring of the left/right frontier is undermining it. 
Through the drawing of new political frontiers the terrain is 
being created for the emergence of collective identities whose 
nature is inimical to democratic treatment. 

The response of traditional parties to the rise of right-wing 
populism has clearly contributed to exacerbating the probleffi14 
Instead of scrutinizing the political, social and economic 
causes of this new phenomenon, they have quickly dismissed 
its novelty by labelling it as 'extreme-right ' .  This move allowed 
them to evade the question of its specificity and its causes anc:L 
to avoid examining whether the ' good democrats' did not 
have some responsibility for the popular rejection of the 
established political institutions. The explanation was alread.t 
at hand: it was the 'brown plague' rearing its ugly head ag� 
and it called for all the democratic forces to unite in resistint 
the reappearance of this evil force. This is why moral con .. 
demnation and the setting up of a 'cordon sanitaire' have so 
often constituted the answer to the rise of right-wing populiJ4 
movements. 

POLITICS IN THE REGISTER OF MORALITY 

This moralistic reaction brings to light another very important 
shortcoming of the post-political perspective. The lack of a 
political analysis was, of course, to be expected on several 
grounds. Given that the dominant view was that the adveJ'4 
sarial model of politics had been overcome and that collectiV111 
political identities did not fit in with the ' second modernitf1, 
the emergence of right-wing populism could be interprete4j 
only as the return of some archaic forces. This is why the 
category of the 'extreme right' came very handy. Furthemorellll 
given that the tenets of the dominant perspective did not 
allow presenting the confrontation with right-wing populi41 



parties as a manifestation of the adversarial model of politics, 
those parties could not be envisaged in political terms, i .e. as 
adversaries to be fought politically. So it was very convenient 
w draw the frontier at the moral level between 'the good 
democrats' and the 'evil extreme right' .  

Note that there was an added bonus in this move, which 
was to create the 'constitutive outside' necessary to secure the 
identity of the 'we' of the consensual forces. As I have stressed 
earlier, there is no consensus without exclusion, no 'we' 
wi thout a 'they' and no politics is possible without the drawing 
of a frontier. So, some form of frontier was necessary in order 
to establish the identity of the ' good democrats ' .  The trick 
was done by designating the ' they ' as the 'extreme right' . In a 
I ypical liberal legerdemain, a political 'we' / ' they' discrimin
.ition could in this way be instituted ac the same time that its 
political character was denied by presenting it as being of a 
moral nature. The identity of the good democrats could 
1 I 1ereby be obtained by the exclusion of the evil extreme right, 
without putting in question the thesis that the adversarial 
model of politics has been overcome. 

Another added bonus was that passions could be mobilized 
.iga.inst what was designated as the 'extreme right ' ,  using the 
1 raditional repertoire of antifascist discourse. People were 
made to feel very good and very virtuous by simply partici
pating in the denunciation of the 'evil forces' .  Of course, this 
mobilization of passions was not acknowledged as such but 
perceived as the rational reaction of moral human beings 
wanting to defend universal values. In that way it was made 
congruent with the dominant rationalist perspective. 

The reactions to the 2000 elections in Austria provide a 
telling example of this moralistic reaction to the rise of right
Wing populisn. When a coalition government was established 
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between the conservatives and the populists, the outcry in 
Europe was general and the other fourteen EU governments 
decided to impose diplomatic 'sanctions' on the Austrian 
government. In the name of the defence of European values 
and the struggle against racism and xenophobia - always easier 
co denounce in others than to fight at home - politicians of 
right and left joined forces to ostracize the new coalition 
before it had even done anything that could be deemed 
reprehensible. All the good democrats considered it their duty 
to condemn the coming to power of a party presented as 
' neo-nazi' .  Led by a militant press, very happy to have found a 
new devil to fight, an incredible campaign of demonization 
was launched, which very quickly included all the Austrians 
accused of not having been proper I y 'denazified' .  The con
demnation of racism and xenophobia in Austria become a 
useful way to guarantee the unity of the 'good democrats' ,  
who could thereby proclaim their allegiance to democratic 
values, while evading any critical examination of their own 
policies at home. 

We should realize that a particularly perverse mechanism is 
at play in those moralistic reactions. This mechanism consists 
in securing one 's goodness, through the condemnation of the 
evil in others. Denouncing others has always been a powerful 
and easy way to obtain a high idea of one's moral worth. It is 
a form of self-idealization very acutely examined by Franc;:oi.$ 
Flahaut under the name of 'puritanism of good feeling', 
which he describes in the following way : 'holding forth 
about doing good, sympathizjng with the victims , expressing 
indignation about the wickedness of others' .3 According to 
him, in our utilitarian and rationalist age. this mode of self
idealization is what is left for people to escape from their own 
mediocrity, cast evil outside themselves and rediscover some 



form of heroism. This no doubt explains the increasing role 
played by the moralistic discourse in our post-political 
societies. 

There is, in my view, a direct link between the weakening 
of the political frontier characteristic of the adversarial model 
and the 'moralization' of politics. By using the term 'moral
ization' in this context I do not mean, of course, that now 
people act in the field of politics in search of the common 
good, according to motives that would be more disinterested 
or impartial. What I want to indicate is that, instead of being 
constructed in political terms, the 'we' / ' they' opposition 
constitutive of politics is now constructed according to moral 
categories of ' good' versus 'evil' .  

What this change of vocabulary reveals is not, as some 
would have it, that politics has been replaced by morality but 

that politics is being played out in the moral register. It is in that 
sense that I am proposing to understand the 'moralization' of 
politics - to indicate not that politics has become more moral 
but that nowadays political antagonisms are being formulated 
in terms of moral categories. We are still faced with political 
friend/enemy discriminations but they are now expressed 
using the vocabulary of morality. To be sure, this has already 
been the case for some time in international politics and those 
in the United States have always been particularly fond of 
using moral vocabulary to denounce their political enemies. 
George W Bush's crusade against the 'axis of evil' has indeed 
many antecedents. Just remember Ronald Reagan and his 'evil 
empire' .  But what is new is that, as the reactions to right-wing 
populism reveal, this moralization of politics is now taking 
place also in European domestic politics. And in this field it  
is  clearly a consequence of the consensual post-adversarial 
model advocated by all those - arguably well-meaning 
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theorists - who have contributed to the establishment of the 
post-political perspective. 

Far from creating the conditions for a more mature and 
consensual form of democracy, to proclaim the end of adver
sarial politics produces, then, exactly the opposite effect. When 
politics is played out in the register of morality, antagonisms 
cannot take an agonistic form. Indeed, when opponents are 
defined not in political but in moral terms, they cannot be 
envisaged as an 'adversary' but only as an 'enemy' .  With the 
'evil them' no agonistic debate is possible, they must be eradi
cated. Moreover as they are often considered as the expression 
of some kind of 'moral disease' ,  one should not even try to 
provide an explanation for their emergence and success. This 
is why, as we have seen in the case of right-wing populism, 
moral condemnation replaces a proper political analysis and 
the answer is limited to the building of a ' cordon sanitaire' to 
quarantine the affected sectors. 

There is some irony in the fact that the approach which 
claims that the friend/ enemy model of politics has been 
superseded ends up creating the conditions for the revitaliza
tion of the antagonistic model of politics that it has declared 
obsolete. However, there is no denying that the post-political 
perspective, by hindering the creation of a vibrant agonistic 
public sphere, leads to envisaging the ' they' as 'moral ' ,  i .e.  
'absolute enemies' ,  thereby fostering the emergence of 
antagonisms, which can jeopardize democratic institutions. 

TERRORISM AS CONSEQUENCE OF A UNIPOLAR WORLD 

My aim so far has been to bring to the fore the consequences 
of the dominant post-political perspective for the internal 
workings of democratic politics. Now, I would like to turn 
my attention to the international arena in order to put my 



agonistic approach to the test of world politics. Can we draw 
from recent international events some lessons concerning 
the consequences of not acknowledging the dimension of 
the political? How can we make sense of the events of 1 1  
September 2 0 0 1  and the multiplication of terrorist attacks 
within the agonistic framework? What could a properly polit
ical approach tell us about the antagonisms which have 
emerged in the last few years? On all those questions, it is 
worth listening again to Carl Schmitt. 

Let us first clarify an important issue. Some people have 
suggested that the strategy of the nee-conservatives who are 
behind George W Bush's 'war against terrorism' is influenced 
by Schmitt's  view of politics as friend/ enemy discrimination. 
They claim that visualizing politics in such a way creates a 
dangerous polarization between the 'civilized world' and the 
'enemies of freedom' .  Bush's crusade is then presented as the 
direct consequence of implementing a Schmittian under
standing of the political. To find a way out of this predica
ment, we are told, it is urgent to come back to a consensual 
model of politics; what our globalized world needs is the 
implementation of a cosmopolitan liberal approach. 

There is,  I believe, a profound misunderstanding at play 
in this rapprochement between Schmitt and the neo
conservatives. To be sure, Schmitt, as we have seen, repeatedly 
emphasized that the 'differentia specifica' of the political was 
the friend/enemy discrimination. But he always stressed that 
such a discrimination had to be drawn in a properly political 
way, not on the basis of economics or ethics. He would 
certainly not have condoned Bush's use of the moral category 
of 'evil' to designate his enemies and he would have rejected 
his messianic discourse about the American duty to bring 
freedom and democracy to the world. 
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In fact, far from justifying Bush's  strategy, Schmitt's 
approach provides us with many insights to undermine its 
basic tenets. Debunking its moralistic discourse helps us to 
understand the rhetorical moves which allow the current US 
government to confiscate and monopolize the idea of civiliza

tion. Schmitt was very critical of liberal universalism with its 
pretence of offering the true and only legitimate political 
system. He criticized the liberals for using the concept of 
'humanity' as an ideological weapon of imperialist expansion 
and he saw humanitarian ethics as a vehicle of economic 
imperialism. And he pointed out that 

When a state f ights i ts polit ical e nemy in the  name of 

humani ty, it  is not a wa r for the sake of h u man ity, but a wa r 

wh erein a part icular  sta te seeks to usurp a u n iversal concept 

a g a i nst its mi li tary oppo n e n t .  At the expense of i ts  opponent,  

i t  tr ies to identify itself with humanity in the same way as one 

can misuse peace, justice, prog ress and civi liza t ion i n  order to 

clai m th ese as o n e 's own and to deny the same to the enemy.4 

This, he thought, explained why wars waged in the name of 

humanity were particularly inhuman since all means were 
justified once the enemy had been presented as an outlaw of 
humanity. The drawing of the frontier between friend and 
enemy as between the 'civilized world' and its 'evil enemies' 
would have been seen by him as typical of the liberal univer
salism which, in the name of human rights, arrogated to itself 

the right and duty to impose its order on the rest of the world . 
Schmitt argued that there was no inclusion without exclu

sion, no norm without an exception, and he persistently 
exposed liberalism's pretence of complete inclusiveness and 
its cl�im to be speaking in the name of 'humanity '.  He recog
nized, however, the rhetorical force of this identification with 



humanity, used by liberalism to render illegitimate any 
opposition to its rule. As William Rasch indicates, this was for 
Schmitt the central mechanism at work in che establishment 
of Western hegemony and he could not help admiring how 
the American system had managed to gain global hegemony 
by equating his particular interests with moral norms that 
were universally binding with the result that .'to oppose 
American hegemony is to oppose the universally good and 
common interests of humanity' .  5 

Schmitt, however, also warned that any attempt to impose 
one single model worldwide would have dire consequences. 
He was acutely aware of che dangers entailed by the direction 
in which international affairs were evolving. After the Second 
World War he dedicated an important part of his reflections to 
rhe decline of the political in its modern form and the loss by 
the state of i ts monopoly of che political. This was linked, in 

his view, to the dissolution of the 'Jus Publicum Europaeum' ,  
the inter-state European law which for three centuries had 
managed to keep war within certain limits. He was concerned 
by che consequences of this loss of monopoly because he 
feared that the decline of the state was creating che conditions 
for a new form of politics which he referred to as 'inter
national civil war' .  As long as the Jus Publicum Europaeum 
existed, limits were imposed to war, and hostility was not 
absolute; the enemy was not treated as a criminal and not seen 
as the last enemy of humankind. According to Schmitt, things 
began to change because of a convergence of various factors: 
the development of technological means of destruction, the 
l iberal attempt to outlaw war and che reintroduction of the 
category of the 'just war' contributed to the emergence of 
a discriminatory conception of war. 'The discriminatory 
concept of the enemy as criminal and the attendant implication 
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of justa causa run parallel to the intensification of the means of 
destruction and the disorientation of theaters of war. Intensi
fication of the technical means of destruction opens the abyss 

of an equally desrructive legal and moral discrimination . ' 6 

Once a war could be deemed 'illegal' , all limits to hostility 

were eliminated and the opponent was declared criminal and 

inhuman: the enemy became the 'absolute enemy' .  
In Theory of the Partisan, published in 1 963 .  Schmitt presents 

the partisan as the product of the dissolution of the classical 
state order structured around the demarcation between what is 
political and what is not political. The appearance of partisans 
is linked to the fact that the limitations of hostility have been 
lifted. Having been deprived of all rights, partisans find their 
rights in hostility. Once the legitirnity which served as guar

antee for their right and legal protection has been negated, it  
is  in hostility that partisans finds a meaning for their cause. 
And Schmitt concludes his book with this chilling warning: 

In a world where the protagonists rush i nto the a byss of total  

degradat ion before exterm i nat ing themselves physically, new 

types of absolute hosti l i ty a re bound to emerge. Hosti lity wi ll 

become so terrible that may be i t  will not even be possible any 

more t o  speak o f  en mity or hosti l i ty. Both will be o utlawed 

and condemned in due form before the start of  the o peration 

of extermination. This operat ion wil l  then be tota lly a bstract  

a n d  a bsolute . . .  The nega tion of  rea l  host i li ty wil l  i n  this way 

open the way to the work of exterm i n at ion of an absolute 

host i l i ty.7 

Since 1 1  September 200 1 Schmitt's reflections on the 
status of a 'post-statist politics' have become more relevant 
than ever. Indeed, they can help us grasp the conditions of 
emergence of new antagonisms. As Jean-Frarn;:ois Kervegan 



has suggested, 8 they allow us to approach the question of 
terrorism in a very different way from the one currently 
accepted, i .e. as the work of isolated groups of fanatics. Taking 
our bearings from Schmitt, we can see terrorism as the product 
of a new con.figuration of the political which is characteristic 
of the type of world order being implemented around the 
hegemony of a single hyper-power. 

Like Kervegan I think that Sdunitt's insights about the 
dangers of a unipolar world order throw light on the pheno
menon of terrorism. It is certainly the case that there is a 
correlation between the now unchallenged power of the USA 
and the proliferation of terrorist groups. Of course in no way 
do I want to pretend that this is the only explanation for 
terrorism, which is due to a multiplicity of factors. But it is 
undeniable that it tends to .flourish in circumstances in which 
there are no legitimate political channels for the expression of 
grievances. It is therefore not a coincidence rhat since the end 
of the cold war, with the untrammelled imposition of a neo
liberal model of globalization under the dominance of the 
United States, we have witnessed a significant increase in 
terrorist attacks. Nowadays the possibility of maintaining 
socio-political models different from the Western ones has 
been drastically reduced since all international organizations 
are more or less directly under the control of Western powers 
led by the United States. 

Even liberal theorists such as Richard Falk and Andrew 
Strauss - whose cosmopolitan proposals I will examine in the 
next chapter - acknowledge the link between terrorism and 
the present world order when they say: 

With t he possi b i l i ty of d i rect a n d  formalized participation i n  

t h e  i nternat ional syste m foreclosed, frustrated individuals 
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and g roups [especia lly when their own gove rnments a re 

v iewed as illeg i t i mate a n d  hostile! have been t u rn i n g  to 

various modes of civic resistance. both peaceful a n d  v iole n t .  

Global terrorism i s  a t  the viole n t  end of  th is spect ru m of 

transnat ional  protest, and its ap pare n t  agenda may be ma i n ly 

driven by religious, ideological and reg iona l  goals rather tha n 

by resista nce d i rectly l i n ked to global izat ion .  B u t  i ts  extrem ist 

al ienat ion is  partly, at  t h e  very least,  an ind irect result of 

g lo balizi n g  impacts t hat  may be transmuted i n  the polit ical 

unconscious of th ose so affl icted i nto gr ieva nces associated 

with c u ltural  injust ices.9 

The situation in the international arena is today in many 
respects similar to the one that I pointed out earlier in 
domestic politics: the absence of an effective pluralism entails 
the impossibility for antagonisms to find agonistic, i.e. legit
imate, forms of expression. It is no wonder that, when they 
explode, those antagonims take extreme forms, putting into 
question the very basis of the existing order. The issue is once 
more the negation of the dimension of the political and the 
belief that the aim of politics - whether at the national or 
the international level - is to establish consensus on one 
single model, thereby foreclosing the possibility of legitimate 
dissent. The lack of political channels for challenging the 
hegemony of the nee-liberal model of globalization is, I 
contend, at the origin of the proliferation of discourses and 

practices of radical negation of the established order. 
Seen from this angle, terrorism highlights the dangers 

implied in the delusions of the universalist globalist discourse 
which postulates that human progress requires the establish
ment of world unity based on the implentation of the 
Western model. It shatters the illusions of the universalist 



humanitarians that amagonisms could be eliminated thanks 
to a unification of the world that would be achieved by 

transcending the political, conflict and negativity. 

THE UNIVERSALITY OF LIBERAL DEMOC,RACY 

I am convinced that facing the challenge posed by terrorism 

requires acknowledging the constitutive nature of pluralism 
and imagining the conditions for its implementation at the 

world level. This means breaking with the very deeply 
entrenched conviction in Western democracies that they are 

the embodiment of the 'best regime' and that they have the 

'civilizing ' mission of universalizing it. No small task indeed, 
since a great part of democratic theory is dedicated to proving 
the superiority of liberal democracy which is presented as the 

only just and legitimate regime, whose institutions would, in 
idealized conditions, be chosen by all rational individuals. 

One of the most sophisticated defenders of the moral 

superiority and universal validity of liberal constitutional 

democracy is Jurgen Habermas, whose work I will use to 
i l lustrate this type of reasoning. Habermas's ambition since 

Between Facts and Norms has been to resolve a long-disputed issue 

concerning the nature of the Western constitutional state 
marked by the articulation of the rule of law and the defence 

of human rights with democracy understood as popular sover
dgnty. Liberals and democrats (or republicans) have always 
disagreed about which should have the priority - human 

rights or popular sovereignty. For liberals, following Locke, it 

Is clear that private autonomy. guaranteed by human rights 
and the rule of law, was primary. while democrats (and 

repu blicans) argue, following Rousseau, that priority should 

be granted to political autonomy made possible by democratic 

aelf-legislation. While for liberals a legitimate government is 
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one that protects individual liberty and human rights, for 
democrats the source oflegitimacy lies in popular sovereignty. 

For a rationalist like Haberrnas this unresolved cornpetitioUI 
is unacceptable and he ventured ' to demonstrate that there is a 
conceptual or internal relation, and not simply a historicall� 
contingent association between the rule of law and dem� 
ocracy' .  1 0 He claims to have brought the dispute to a close 
thanks to his discourse-theoretical approach by showing the 
co-originality of private and public autonomy. Without enter
ing into the details of a complex argument, this is in a nut
shell how he summarizes i t :  

the desired i n ternal re lat ions between ' h uman ri ghts ·  a n d  

'popular soverei gnty' consists in  t h e  fact t h a t  t h e  req u i rement 

of legal ly insti t u t i o n a liz ing self-legislat ion can be fulf i lled only 

with the h e lp of a code that s i m u ltaneou sly im plies the 

gu ara n tee of act iona b le i n d ividual l ibert i es. By the sa me 

token. the equal d istri b u t i o n  o f  these l i berties [and t h e i r  ' fa ir  

va lue'}  can i n  turn be sat isf ied o n ly by a democrat ic procedure 

that gro u n d s the sup posit ion that t h e  outcome of polit ical 

op i n i o n -a n d  will-formation a re reasona ble. T h is shows h ow 

private and publ ic  autonomy reci procally p resuppose o n e  

an other i n  such a way that ne i ther one may claim pr imacy 

over the other. 1 1  

In trying to reconcile the two elements ofliberal democra<:1 
the aim of Habermas is no less than to establish the privilege4 
rational nature of liberal democracy and consequently its 
universal validity. Clearly , if liberal constitutional democra� 
is such a remarkable rational achievement - the reconciliatiOll 
of the rule of law and human rights with democratic partidi 
pation - on what grounds could one ' rationally' object to its 
implementation? Every opposition is automatically perceive4 



as a sign of irrationality and moral backwardness and as being 
illegitimate. The implication is obviously that all societies 
should adopt liberal democratic institutions which are the 
only legitimate way to organize human coexistence. This is 
corroborated by Habermas when, taking up again the question 
of co-originality, but this time from the point of view of the 

mode of political legitimation and putting the emphasis on 
rhe legal system, he asks: 'What basic rights must free and 
equal citizens mutually accord one another if they want to 
regulate their common life legitimately by means of positive 
law?' 1 2  His answer is, of course, that legitimacy can be 
obtained only through human rights which institutionalize 
the communicative conditions for a reasonable will formation. 

Human rights, says Habermas, are 'Janus-faced' ,  with a 
moral universal content but also with the form of legal 

rights; hence the need for them to be embodied in a legal 
order. According to him, 'human rights belong structurally 
lo a positive and coercive legal order which founds action
.1ble individual legal claims. To this extent, it is part of the 
meaning of human rights that they claim the status of basic 
rights which are implemented within the context of some 
existing legal order .' 13 He recognizes that this creates a 
particular tension between their universal moral meaning and 
their local conditions of realization since so far they have 
achieved a positive form only within national legal orders of 
the democratic states. But he is convinced that their global 

Institutionalization is well under way and that the worldwide 
acceptance of a system of cosmopolitan law is only a question 
of time. 

Such a conviction is based on Habermas's belief that human 
rights are the answer given in the West to specific challenges 
posed by social modernity. He argues that, since all societies 
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are now facing the same challenges, they are bound to adopt 
Western standards of legitimacy and legal systems based on 
human rights, independently of their cultural backgroundSll 
He is adamant that they provide the only acceptable basis of 
legitimation and that, whatever their origin, 'human rights 

confront us today with fact that leaves us no choice ' . 1 4  It is at 
the socio-economic level that the alternatives lie, not at the 
cultural one, and he declares peremptorily : 

Asi a t i c  societ ies cannot pa rt icipate in capitalistic 

modern i zation with out taking advantage o f  the ach ieve ments 

of a n  i n dividualistic lega l  order. One cannot desire the one and 

reject  the other. From the perspect ive of Asian coun tries, the 

q uestion i s  not whether h u m a n r ights, a s  part of an 

i n d ividualist i c  lega l  order. a re co m pa tib le wi th the 

transmission of  one's own c u lt u re.  Rather, the q uestion is 

whether the tra d i t ion a l forms of polit ica l and societal 

i ntegrat ion can be asserted aga inst - o r  must instead be 

ada pted to - the hard - to -resist imperat ives of an economic 

mode rnization. 1 5  

There is no alternative to Westernization and, as WilliaIU 
Rasch, commenting on this passage. points out, for Habermal 
'despite his emphasis on procedure and the universality of hit! 
so-called "discourse principle" .  the choice that confrontl 
"Asiatic societies" or any other people is a choice betweell 
cultural identity and economic survival, between in othet 

words, cultural and physical extermination' . 1 6  

I f  such is the alternative for non-Western societies, shoulcl 

we be suprised to witness the emergence of violent resisq 
ance? It is high time to wake up from the dream of WesterIMI 
ization and to realize that the enforced universalization of the 
Western model, instead of bringing peace and prosperity, will 



lead to ever bloodier reactions on the part of those whose 
cultures and ways of hf e are being destroyed by this process. 
It is also high time to question the belief in the unique 
superiority of liberal democracy. Such a belief is at the core of 
the liberal negation of the political and it constitutes a serious 
obstacle to the recognition that the world, as Schmitt 
observed, is not a 'universe' but a 'pluriverse ' .  

There is  another aspect which reveals the anti-political 
nature of Habermas' s approach. His discourse-theoretical 
understanding of democracy requires ascribing an epistemic 
function to democratic will-formation and, as he admits 
himself, ' the democratic procedure no longer draws its legit
imizing force only, indeed not even predominantly , from 
political participation and the expression of political will, but 
rather from the general accessibility of a deliberative process 
whose structure grounds an expectation of rationally accept
.11ile results ' .  1 7  What are those 'rationally acceptable results' ?  
Who will decide on the limits to be imposed to the expres
sion of political will? What are going to be the grounds for 
e.icclusion? On all those questions that liberals try to avoid, 
Sdunitt is right when he says : 

With regard to these decisive pol it ical  concepts. it depends on 

who i nterprets. def ines and uses them;  who concretely 

decide s what peace is. what d isarmament, what i n te rvent ion,  

what p u b lic order and secu rity are. One of the m ost i mportant 

man i festations of huma n i ty" s leg al and spiri tua l l i fe i s  the fact 

I hat whoever has true power is  a b le to determine the content 

of concepts and word s. Caesar dominus et supra 

gram matica m .  Ca esar is also lord over g rammar. 1 8  

I have taken the example of Haberrnas to illustrate the 
liberal rationalist perspective but I should point out that, if 
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the superiority of liberal democracy is a central tenet of the 
rationalist approach, such a belief is also shared by other 
liberals of different theoretical orientations. For instance, we 
find it also in some theorists who argue for a 'pragmatic1 
approach such as Richard Rorty. Despite being an eloquen. 
critique of Habermas 's  rationalist brand of universalism. 
whose search for ' context-independent' arguments to just� 
the superiority of liberal democracy he rejects, Rorty never
theless joins forces with Habermas in desiring its implement<l1 
lion worldwide. This is not to deny the significant differences 
existing between their respective approaches. Rorty distin11 
guishes between 'universal validity' and 'universal reach' and 
in his view the universality of liberal democracy should be 
envisaged according to this second mode, since it is a matter 
not of rationality but of persuasion and economic progress. 
His disagreement with Habermas, however, only concerns the 
way of arriving at a universal consensus, not its very possibilit:}'J, 
and he never puts into question the superiority of the liberal 
way of life. 1 9  

In fact, Rorty 's 'posnnodern bourgeois liberalism' could 
serve as another example of the liberal negation of the politi 
ical in its antagonistic dimension. For Rorty, politics is some
thing to be deliberated about in banal, familiar terms. It is a 
matter of pragmatic, short-term reforms and compromis� 
and democracy is basically a question of people becomillfJ 
'nicer' to each other and behaving in a more tolerant way. 
What 'we liberals' should do is to encourage tolerance and 
minimize suffering and to persuade other people of the 
worth of liberal institutions. Democratic politics consists in 
letting an increasing number of people count as members of 
our moral and conversational 'we ' .  He is convinced that. 
thanks to economic growth and the right kind of ' sentimental 



education ' ,  a consensus can be built worldwide around liberal 
democratic institutions. 

To be sure, Rorty is not a rationalist and he is happy co 
go along with those who envisage the subject as a social 
construction, but he cannot accept thac social objectivity is 
constructed through acts of power. This is why he is unable to 
acknowledge the hegemonic dimension of discursive practices 
and the fact chat power is ac the very core of the constitution 
of identicies. This would of course force him to come to terms 
with the antagonistic dimension chat is foreclosed by his lib
eral framework. Like Habermas he wants to retain the vision 
of a consensus that would not imply any form of exclusion 
and the availability of some form of realization of universality. 
This is why, no more than the Habermasian discourse
theoretical approach, can Rorty's pragmatism provide an 
adequate framework for a pluralist democratic politics. 
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Which World O rde r:  C osmopoli ta n or M ulti p ola r? 

Five 

When i t  comes to envisaging the kind of world order better 
suited to accommodate the democratic demands of a pluralitj 
of different constituencies, we find a similar evasion of the 
antagonistic dimension of the political. This is indeed one of 
the main shortcomings of the cosmopolitan approach, which. 
under different guises, is presented as the solution to our 
present predicament. A lot is at stake in the current debate 
about the most desirable type of world order and this is whll 
we need to examine carefully the arguments of those who 
assert that with the end of the bipolar world the opportuni£1 
now exists for the establishment of a cosmopolitan world 
order. The theorists associated with this trend claim that, with 
the disappearance of the communist enemy, antagonisJnt 
are a thing of the past and that, in times of globalizatioqm 
the cosmopolitan ideal elaborated by Kant can finally be 
realized. 

Despite recent setbacks which have dampened the posi:, 
cold war optimism about the establishment of the 'new world 
order ' ,  cosmopolitan views are still very fashionable and 
influential. However, I will take issue with them in this chaptet 
showing how the dream of a cosmopolitan future parta.k4 
of the negation of ' the political' which I have brought to the 
fore when examining the other aspects of the post-politiot 
perspective. Against the cosmopolitans I will assert that we 



should acknowledge the deeply pluralistic nature of the world 
and I will argue in favour of the establishment of a multi polar 
world order. 

Proponents of the new cosmopolitanism share the liberal 
belief in the superiority of liberal democracy - the short
comings of which I have already discussed - and they aim at 
extending liberal democratic principles to the sphere of 
international relations. One of their key proposals is to reform 
the United Nations and to increase the power of international 
judicial institutions in order to secure the primacy oflaw over 
force and the exercise of power. It is not a homogeneous 
trend, however, and, while they share some basic tenets about 
the need to overcome the limits of national sovereignty and 
on the possibility of a new form of politics ' beyond power 
politics ' ,  ruled by liberal principles and the respect of human 
rights, there are nevertheless some significant differences 
,\mong them. Broadly speaking, one can distinguish a neo
l i beral version from a more democratic one. Most of the 
advocates of the nee-liberal version defend an idealized view 
of the United States, whose politics is presented as being 
driven not by national interest but by the promotion ofliberal 
values: free trade and liberal democracy. This goes hand in 
hand with a glorification of globalization as bringing the 
benefits and virtues of capitalism to the whole world. They 
want us to believe that, under the 'benign' leadership of the 
USA and with the help of international institutions such as the 
IMF and the WTO, important steps are being taken towards 
the unification of the planet and the implementation of a just 
jlobal order. What stands in the way of this capitalist utopia is 
the resistance of nation-states with old-fashioned ideas of 
tovereignty but, thanks to the advances of globalization, they 
wil l  finally be overruled. 
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It is not worth spending much time on this uncritical 
celebration of neo-liberal hegemony. Its ideological bias is 
evident and it does not leave any space for politics. Everythin8J 
is subordinated to the economic realm and the sovereign� 
of the market. The democratic version is more interestind 
because it does not see globalization as a merely economic. 
self-regulating process and it attributes a greater role to politi� 
than its neo-liberal counterpart does. Different perspectiv6f1 
exist among its proponents which, as Nadia Urbinati has 
indicated, 1 can be traced back to the way they envisage the 
relationship between civil society and politics. She distin� 
guishes for instance between those who, like Richard Falk1 
privilege civil society as the principal locus of democracy and 
those who, like David Held and Daniele Archibugi, put the 
emphasis on the political realm and on the exercise of citizen..; 
ship which in their view needs to be extended beyond the 
nation-state in order to become cosmopolitan. Urbinati notes 
that the civil society approach 'shares a liberal anti-coerci'll 
view of politics and interprets democracy more as a civie 
culture of association, participation and mobilization than as 
a political process of decision-making' .  2 The politic'I 
approach, on the contrary, stresses the importance of esta� 
lishing relations between civil society and the political sph� 
'it acknowledges social movements and non-governrnen4 
organizations as fundamental components of global delll<!I 
ocracy but it also believes that in the absence of institutionaJI 
ized procedures of decision and control, social movementAll 
and NGO's can be both exclusionary and hierarchical' . 3  Thia 
is why they insist that a self-governing civil society is not 
enough and that a legal and institutional framework is need� 
to secure equality and to prevent social interests from assertiDI 
their dominance at the expense of justice. 



DEMOCRATIC TRANSNATilONALISM 

Let us look first at the civil society approach. In his more 
recent work, written jointly with Andrew Strauss, Richard 
Falk has put forward a vision of 'democratic transnational
ism ' ,  the aim of which is to achieve human security in the 
international sphere. It is an approach which 'calls for the 
resolution of political conflict through an open transnational 
citizen/societal (rather than state or market) centred political 
process legitimized by fairness, adherence to human rights, 
Lbe rule of law, and representative community participation' .4 
The core of this democratic transnationalism is to be consti
luted by a Global Parliamentary Assembly (GPA) providing a 
global institutional voice for the people of the world.5 Falk 
and Strauss present the mission of such an assembly - whose 
powers should always be exercised according to the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights - as contributing to the dem
ocratization of global policy, not only in its formulation but 
also in its implementation. We need, they say, an international 
framework to accommodate the current internationalization 
of civic politics, and this GPA could provide the beginnings 
of a democratic form of accountability for the international 
system. The authors also believe that such a GPA could play a 
role in encouraging complia

.
nce with human rights norms. 

Indeed, given the lack of reliable mechanisms to implement 
many of the laws accepted by the international system, the 
GPA could put moral pressure on states by exposing their 
human rights failures. 

Since 1 1  September 200 1 ,  Falk and Strauss have reiterated 
their proposal, insisting that the creation of a GPA represents 
.an alternative to the statist response centred on national 
aecurity . As we saw in the last chapter, they see the growth of 
terrorism as the dark side of the transnationalization of politics. 
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Its grievances, membership and targets are all transnational; 

and state-centric structures are therefore inadequate to address 
the forms of frustration which foster its growing appeal. The 
solution lies, in their view, in the creation of an institutional 

framework capable of democratically accommodating the 

growing internationalization of politics so that 'Individual$! 

and groups could channel their frustrations into efforts to 
attempt to participate in and influence parliamentary decisioll4 

making as they have become accustomed to doing in the 
more democratic societies of the world' .  6 

I agree that, instead of being perceived as the expression of 

a few evil and pathological individuals, terrorism has to be 
situated into a wider geopolitical context, but I find their 
solution thoroughly inadequate. The main shortcoming of 

democratic rransnationalism is that, like traditional liberalisnt 

it sees the state as the main problem and believes that the 

solution lies in civil society. Falk and Strauss assert that 

We bel ieve that  t h e  underlying precondit ions tor a GPA are 

being c reated by the way t hat civic polit ics is increas i n g ly 

challenging the autonomy of the state-centric i nternat ional 

system.  I n  one of the most signif icant ,  i f  st i l l  u nder

recog nized, developments of the last several years, both civic 

voluntary org a nizations and busi ness and f inancial  eli tes a re 

engaged i n  creat ing parallel stru c t u res t h a t  com plement and 

e rode the tradit ionally exclusive role of states as the o n ly 

legiti mate actors in t h e  g lobal polit ical syste m .  I n d ividuals 

and g roups, and the ir  n u m e rous transnat ional associations, 

r ising up from and c hal leng i ng the confines of territorial 

states. are p romoting · g lobalizat ion-fro m -below· , and have 

beg u n  to coalesce into what is now recog nized as being a 

rudimentary · global c iv i l  soc iety'. B u s i n ess a n d  financ ial  



el i tes,  on their  side, acting largely to fa c i l i tate economic 

g lobali zat ion,  have launched a variety of mechanisms to 

promote their own preferred g lobal  policy in i t iat ives, a 

process t h a t  can be d escri bed as · globalization - from -above" . 7  

According to our authors, citizens, groups and business 
and financial elites are beginning to recognize that they have a 
common interest in mounting a challenge to states which 
should cease to act as their representatives in the international 
arena. They are convinced that many of the leading figures 
in world business, like those who meet at the economic 
summit every January in Davos, have an enlightened sense of 
their long-term interests and are very sympathetic to the idea 
of democratizing the international system. The organized 
networks of global civil society and business should therefore 
be able to impose their democratizing projects on the 
reluctant governments. The objective is the unification of 
globalization-from-below and globalization-from-above in 
order to establish a global institutional democratic structure 
enabling the people of the world to bypass the states and have 
a meaningful voice in global governance, thereby creating a 
peaceful global order. Like the theorists of 'reflexive modern
ity ' ,  they envisage the progress of democracy on the model of 
a dialogue among particular interests, a dialogue through 
which an ' international community' based on consensus 
could be established. 

It is not surprising that similar ideas about the possible 
alliance between the forces of civil society and transnational 
corporations are found in the work of Ulrich Beck, whose 
thesis about the end of the adversarial form of politics I dis
cussed in Chapter 3 .  In an article where he endorses the 
cosmopolitan perspective, this is how he envisages the future : 
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In the short term. protect ionist forces may tr iumph, a 

heterog eneous m i x  of nat ionalists. ant icapi talists. 

environmentalists.  defenders of national democracy a s  well 

as xenophobic g ro u pings and re lig i o u s  f u n da mentali sts. In 

t h e  long term. however. an even more paradoxica l coal it ion 

between the su pposed ' losers' from globa lizations (trade 

un ions. environm enta lists, democrats] and the 'winners· (b ig  

bu siness,  f inancial  markets. world trade org a nizat ions. the 

World Bank] may i n d eed lea d to a renewal o f  the pol i t ical  -

provi ded that both sides recogni ze that t h e i r  specif ic in terests 

are best served by cosmo politan rules.8 

Celebrating the emergence of 'cosmopolitan corporationtl 
and 'cosmopolitan capitalism',  Beck criticizes the national 

fixation with politics and declares that state-centred concepft 
of power and politics are 'zombie categories'. The mission of 

a cosmopolitan social science is to debunk this old-fashioned 

model and to promote the idea of ' deterritorialized' and 
'denationalized' states. The future lies in the 'cosmopolitaJ 
state' founded on the principle of lack of national differentiCl.I 

tion. Such a state, endowed with 'cosmopolitan sovereignryl, 

would guarantee genuine diversity and establish fundamental 

human rights. Beck gives Europe as example of this cosmo1 
politan state, adding that there is no reason for this model not 

to be extended to the rest of the world. It is, in his view, the 

very development of capitalism which pushes toward a global 
cosmopolitan transformation . Ahhough put in the interrog. 
tive mode, he even suggests 'Could capitalism become a factOI 
in the cosmopolitan revival of democracy?' 9 No need to be 

very perspicacious to guess what his answer is !  



COSMOPOLITICAL DEMOCRACY 

The political version of cosmopolitanism stresses that 
democracy is exercised not only in civil society but also in the 
political arena. It is in order to highlight this specificity 
that Daniele Archibugi has recently proposed to call 'cosmo
political' instead of 'cosmopolitan' the approach which, 
jointly with David Held, he has been elaborating since the 
book they edited together in 1 995 ,  Cosmopolitan Democracy: An 

Agenda for a New World Order. Archibugi defines their project in 
the following way: 

Cosmopolit ical d e m o c racy i s  based on the assu mption that  

i m porta nt object ives - con trol of  the use of force. respect for  

h u m a n  rights, self-determ i n a t i o n  - wil l  be obta ined only 

t h rough the extension and deve lopment of democracy. I t  

d i ffers from the general  a p p ro a c h  to cosmopolitanism i n  that  

i t  does not merely cal l  for g loba l responsibi l i ty but a ctually 

a t tempts to apply the principles of democ racy i n te rnationally. 

For such problems as the protection o f  t h e  environ ment. the 

reg u la t i on of m i g rat ion and the use or  n a t u ra l  resources to be 

subjected to necessary democratic control ,  democracy must 

trascend the border of  s i ngle states and assert i tself on 

global level . 1 0  

According to the cosmopolitical perspective, there is no 
reason why, now that the democratic form of government is 
recognized worldwide as the only legitimate one, the prin
ciples and rules of democracy should stop at the borders of 
,i political community. This calls for the creation of new 
tlobal institutions. In their view, it would be a mistake to 
believe that a sec of democratic states automatically entails 
" democratic globe and global democracy cannot be envis
tgecl as the direct result of democracy within states. It 
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requires the creation of special procedures and institutions 
that would add another level of political representation to 
the existing one. Moreover, it is not a matter of simply trans� 
posing the democratic model as conceived at state level on to 
a world scale, and many aspects of this model need to be 
reformulated in order to be applied globally. Archibugi does 
not advocate the end of nation-states and he asserts that a 
global level of representation could coexist with the alrea� 
constituted states which would keep some of their politic:i4 
and administrative functions. He stresses that 'unlike the 
many world-federalist projects to which it is indebtedt 
cosmopolitan democracy aims to boost the management of 
human affairs at a planetary level not so much by replacinl 
existing states as by granting more powers to existing institU· 
tions and creating new ones' . 1 1 The time has come, he 
claims, to imagine new forms of democracy derived from 
the universal rights of global citizens, and he suggests that 
moving from national to global democracy means �omethinl 
akin to the conceptual revolution which in the eighteentlJ 
century allowed the passage from direct to representati"1 
democracy. 

Such a revolution would consist in the creation of inter� 
national institutions allowing individuals to have an influenc12 
on global affairs, independently of the situation in their own 
countries. The demands of all the individuals, irrespective of 
their national origin, of their class, gender, etc . ,  should be 
given a direct form of representation at world level. This 
might look like an attractive prospect, but how is it to be 
done? Some information is provided by David Held, who 
distinguishes between short-term and long-term objective41! 
To begin with, the following measures should be implqi 
mented. 1 2  The UN Security Council needs to be reforme.I 



to become more representative and a second UN chamber 
created jointly with regiona) parliaments. Next to that, the 
influence of international courts should be extended to 
enforce a cluster of key rights, civil, political, economic and 
social and a new international Human Rights Court should be 
established. Finally an effective and accountable international 
military force would have to be established to intervene against 
states who are repeatedly violating those rights. In the long 
term, HeJd envisages a more radicaJ shift towards global 
democratic governance with the formation of an authoritative 
assembly of all democratic states and agencies with the 
authority to decide on all important global issues dealing with 
the environment, health, diet, economy, war, etc. According 
to him, there should be a permanent shift of a growing pro
portion of the coercive military capacities of the nation-state 
to global institutions with the aim of transcending the war 
system as a means of resolving conflict. 

Another important aspect of Held's cosmopolitan frame
work is the entrenchment of democratic rights and obliga
tions in national and international law. Here the aim is ' to 
create the basis of a common structure of political action as 
constituting the elements of a democratic public law' . 1 3 How
ever, to be effective in the context of globalization, such 
democratic law must be internationalized, it must be trans
formed into a cosmopolitan democratic law. He argues that 
the aim of all democrats shouJd be to establish a cosmopolitan 
community, i .e. a transnational structure of political action. a 
community of all democratic communities. Discussing the 
consequences of such a transnational community for the 
nation-state, he declares that it will 'wither away ' ,  not in 
the sense that it will become redundant but in the sense 
that 
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states can no longer be,  and can no longer be regarded as. 

the sole centres of legit imate power within their own borders, 

as is a lready the case in d iverse sett ings. States need to be 

articu lated with,  a n d  relocated within,  an overarc h i n g  

democrat ic  law. Wi th in  t h is framework, the laws a n d  ru les o f  

the natio n - state w o u l d  be but o n e  focus f o r  legal 

development .  pol i t ical reflection and mobil izat ion .  For t h i s  

framework wou ld respecify a n d  reconsti tute the meaning and 

l imi ts  of  sovereign aut hority. Pa rt i c u lar power centers and 

a u thority systems wou ld enjoy leg it i macy only to the extent 

that they u pheld and enacted democra t i c  law. 14 

It is not in my intention to deny the noble intentions of 
the diverse advocates of democratic cosmopolitaniS4 
Unfortunately there are many reasons to be more than sceP1 
tical about the democratizing impact of the cosmopolitic41 
approach. To begin with, as Danilo Zolo has convincingl 
argued, 1 5  given the enormous disparity of power amon& 
its members, it is completely unrealistic to believe in the 
possibility of reforming the United Nations in order simul. 
taneously to strengthen them and to make them more demot 
cratic. The central proposal of the cosmopolitans is therefost 
revealed as impracticable. But one should also be aware of the 
consequences arising from the attempt to extend the concePJ 
of rights beyond the nation-state. David Chandler is indeecl 
right when he points out 1 6  that, without a mechanism that 
would allow for making those new rights accountable to their 
subjects , cosmopolitan rights are fictitious. Given that the 
global citizen can be represented only through global civil 
society which acts outside the representative framework o( 
Ii beral democracy, such rights are outside the control of theill 
subject and they are necessarily dependent on the advocaqt1or 



the agency of civil society institutions. The danger of those 
rights without subjects is that they may be used to undermine 
existing democratic rights of self-government as when civil 
society institutions challenge national sovereignty in the 
name of 'global concern' .  

Like Habermas, whose conception of human rights I dis
cussed in Chapter 4, the cosmopolitical approach puts more 
emphasis on the legitimating function of human rights than 
on their democratic exercise, and I agree with Chandler that 
the cosmopolitan construction of the global citizen is another 
attempt to privilege morality over politics. As he puts it: 

In this respect ,  cosmopolitan theori sts reflect broader 

pol i t ical  trends towards the privileg i n g  of  advocacy rights 

ove r  the representa t ional democracy of the ballot box. 

Pol i t i cal  act ivi ty is i n c reasingly und ertaken outside the 

t ra d i t i onal polit ical part ies a n d  i s  becoming a sphere 

dominated by advocacy g roups and si ngle i ssues campaigns 

who do not seek to garner votes but to lobby or g a i n  publicity 

for their cla i ms. 1 7  

The new rights of cosmopolitan citizens are therefore a 
d1imera: they are moral claims, not democratic rights that 
could be exercised. 
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There i s  an even more serious problem, however, which is 
that ,  in exchange for those fictitious new rights, the cosmo
politan approach ends up sacrificing the old rights of sover
eignty. By j ustifying the right for international institutions to 
undermine sovereignty in order to uphold cosmopolitan law, 
It denies the democratic rights of self-government for the 
citizens of many countries. Chandler notes that 'Cosmo
pol itan regulation is in fact based on the concept of sovereign 
inequality, that not all states should be equally involved in the 
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establishment and adjudication of international law. Ironically, 
the new cosmopolitan forms of justice and rights protection 
involve law-making and law-enforcement ,  legitimized from 
an increasingly partial, and explicitely Western perspective. ' 1 8  

Remember for instance how Held presents his cosmo
politan community as a community of 'all democratic states' .  
Who will decide which states are democratic, and on what 
criteria? No doubt it is the Western conception of democrac:J 
that will be used. It is rather telling that Held does not see that 
as a problem. When examining how democratic law should 
be enforced he asserts, 'In the .first instance, cosmopolita:1111 
democratic law could be promulgated and defended by those 
democratic states and civil societies that are able to muster 
the necessary political j udgement and to learn how politi� 
practices and institutions must change and adapt in the new 
regional and global circumstances. ' 1 9  

I n  a recent book, 20 Held has specified further the nature of 
the cosmopolitan order that he advocates. He stresses that he 
wants to offer a social democratic alternative to the current 
type of globalization, whose motor is a US-designed neo
liberal economic project. According to him,  what is at stake is 
the establishment of a new internationalism informed by 
cosmopolitan values and standards. Cosmopolitanism asserts 
a set of basic values and standards which no agent should be 
able to violate, and it requires forms of political regulatiotl 
and law-making which go beyond the powers and constrainlil 
of the nation-states. Such a cosmopolitanism, he says, 'can be 
taken as the moral and political outlook which builds on 
the strengths of the liberal multilateral order, particularly its 
commitment to universal standards, human rights and demc>t 
cratic values, and which seeks to specify general principles on 
which all could act' . 2 1  Those principles are the followinfll 



equal worrh and dignity; active agency; personal responsibility 
and accountability; consent; collective decision-making about 
public matters through voting procedures; inclusiveness and 
subsidiarity; avoidance of serious harm and sustainability. 
Taken together they constitute the guiding ethical basis of 
global social democracy. 

Held's project certainly represents a progressive alternative 
lO the current neo-liberal order. However, for all rhe reasons 
that we have seen, it is clear that the cosmopolitan framework, 
even when formulated from a social democratic standpoint, 
would not increase the possibility of self-goverrunent for 
global citizens. Whatever its guise, the implementation of a 
cosmopolitan order would in fact result in the imposition of 
one single model, the liberal democratic one, on to the whole 
world. In fact it would mean bringing more people directly 
under rhe control of the West , with the argument that its model 
is the better suited to the implementation of human rights and 
universal values. And, as I have argued, this is bound to arouse 
strong resistances and to create dangerous antagonisms. 

DEMOCRACY AND GLOBAL GOVERNANCE 

The post-political character of the cosmopolitan perspective 
is clearly brought to the fore when we examine one of its 
central concepts, the concept of 'governance' .22  Scrutinizing 
the difference between 'government' and 'governance ' ,  Nadia 
Urbinati specifies that 

Governance entails an explicit reference to ·mechan isms· or 

·organ ized ' and ·coordin ated act ivihes· a p propriate to the 

solut ion of some specif ic p roblems. U n like government,  

governa nce refers to " policies· rather than " polit ics· beca use i t  
is not a b inding decision-making structure .  I ts  re c i p ients are 
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not ' the people· as a collective polit ical subject, but 'the 

population· that ca n be affected by g lobal issues such a s  the 

environment, migrat ion or the use of natural resources.23 

Speaking of global governance tells us a lot about the type of 
actor which the cosmopolitans see as being active in their 
model. The central issue in global governance is the negoti
ation among a diversity of associations and interest groups 
with specific expertise, intervening in particular issues and 
trying to push forward their proposals in a non-adversa.riai 
way. This implies a conception of politics as resolution of 
technical problems, not active engagement of citizens exercis-
ing their democratic rights thanks to an 'agonistic' confronta"' 
tion about conflicting hegemonic projects. To be sure, some 
of those associations are motivated by ethical concerns and 
not merely by interest but their approach J is not a properl.,. 
political one. Their aim is to reach a compromise or a rational 
consensus, not to challenge the prevailing hegemony. Such a 
perspective, no doubt, chimes with the liberal understandint 
of politics and its fits perfectly the consensual vocabulary of 
the third way. But in what sense can this form of global 
governance still be considered as democratic? 

Robert Dahl clearly answers that it cannot and he criticizeg 
the celebration of international organizations by cosmo
politan advocates who see them as a further step in the long 
march of the democratic idea from the polis to the cosmos. For 
Dahl, this is a view of democracy that leaves aside the fact that 
all decisions, even those made by democratic governmen� 
are disadvantageous to some people because, if their product 
gains, they also have costs. ' If the trade-offs in advantag� 
and disadvantages were identical for everyone, judgmenf41 
involved in making collective decisions would be roughl� 



equivalent to those involved in making individual decisions: 
but the trade-offs are not the same for everyone. ' 24 Costs and 
benefits are therefore distributed unevenly and the central 
question is always: who should decide and on whose criteria? 
Hence the importance for those decisions to be open to con
testation. If this is already difficult at the national level, it 
becomes almost intractable when one considers the case of a 
hypothetical international demos where great differences exist 
in the magnitude of the population and the power of the 
different states. 

Dahl argues that, if we accept that democracy is a system of 
popular control over governmental policies and decisions, 
one has to conclude that international decision-making can
not be democratic. This does not mean seeing international 
organizations as undesirable and negating their usefulness. 
But he claims that there is ' no reason to clothe international 
organizations in the mantle of democracy simply in order to 
provide them with greater legitimacy ' .  25 He proposes instead 
to treat them as ' bureaucratic bargaining systems' that might 
be necessary but whose costs to democracy should be ack
nowledged and taken into account when decisions are made 
about ceding them important national powers. 

Mary Kaldor is also sceptical about the idea that democratic 
procedures could be reconstituted at the global level. But, 
contrary to Dahl , she endorses the cosmopolitan project and 
she suggests an ingenious solution: to envisage global civil 
society as a functional equivalent to democracy.26 According 
to her, once we acknowledge that the central issue in parlia
mentary democracy has always been one of deliberation, not 
representation, the difficulties linked to the establishment of a 
global representative democracy can be ignored. Participation 
in a global civil society could replace representation by 
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providing a place for deliberation about the range of issues 
affecting people in different aspects of their lives. Even if we 
leave aside the very problematic notion of 'global civil society', 
there are serious difficulties with such an idea. For a start, mere 
deliberation without the moment of decision and the mech· 
anisms to enforce those decisions means very little. If we add 
to that the privilege that she attributes to advocacy groups, it 
becomes evident that, in the name of adapting it to the age of 
globalization, her proposal ends up depriving the notion of 
democracy of one of its important dimensions. To be sure, 
Kaldor defends a very activist conception of civil society and 
she stresses the need for a redistribution of power. Her views 
are on several points rather radical but she clearly partakes of 
the consensual approach. According to her, civil society is 
the locus of a type of governance based on consent, a consent 
which is generated through politics conceived as 'social 
bargaining' .  She believes in the possibility of 'a  genuinely free 
conversation, a rational critical dialogue ' ,  and is convinced! 
that ' through access, openness and debate, policy makers 
are more likely to act as an Hegelian universal class, in the 
interests of the human community' .  27 

As should be clear by now, the central problem with the 
diverse forms of cosmopolitanism is that they all postula"I 
albeit in different guises, the availability of a form of con· 
sensual governance transcending the political, conflict and 
negativity. The cosmopolitan project is therefore bound to 
deny the hegemonic dimension of politics. In fact several 
cosmopolitan theorists explicitly state that their aim is to 
envisage a politics 'beyond hegemony'. Such an approadl 
overlooks the fact that since power relations are constitutive of 
the social , every order is by necessity a hegemonic order. To 
believe in the possibility of a cosmopolitan democracy witb 



cosmopolitan citizens with the same rights and obligations, 
a constituency that would coincide with 'humanity' is a dan
gerous illusion . If such a project was ever realized, it could 
only signify the world hegemony of a dominant power that 
would have been able to impose its conception of the world on 
the entire planet and which, identifying its interests with those 
of humanity, would treat any disagreement as an illegitimate 
challenge to its 'rational' leadership. 

AN ABSOLUTE DEMOCRACY OF THE MULTITUDE? 

If the cosmopolitical approach is not able to provide the 
political perspective required by the age of globalization, 
what about the vision put forward by Michael Hardt and 
Antonio Negri in Empire, 28 a book that has been hailed as 'The 
Communist Manifesto for the Twenty-first Century' ?  Some 
people seem indeed to believe that this is the answer that 
the left has been waiting for. However, as I will show in a 
moment, a close examination reveals an unexpected con
vergence between Empire and liberal cosmopolitanism. In both 
cases what is missing is the properly political dimension: 
power can be overcome, the constitutive character of antagon
ism is denied, and the central question of sovereignty is 
dismissed. Empire in fact is no more than an ultra-left version 
of the cosmopolitan perspective. Far from empowering us, it 
contributes to reinforcing the current incapacity to think and 
act politically. 

This is not the place for a discussion of all the aspects of the 
book. As the various critiques have revealed, behind the wide 
range of references and topics which have seduced so many 
readers, its basic theses do not stand scrutiny. Very little indeed 
has been left s tanding of the main argument. Not only have 
the theoretical analyses about the importance of immaterial 
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labour, the role of the nation-state, the homogenizing effects 
of global capital and the revolutionary nature of the 'mul� 
tude' been drastically challenged. 29 In a very spectacular way, 
the central tenet of the book, the end of imperialism and the 
emergence of a new form of sovereignty without a centre, has 
been shattered by the wars waged by the United States after 
the the terrorist  attacks of I I September 200 I .  I find it amaz
ing that even in Multitude, War and Democracy in the Age of Empire, 30 
which came out in 2004, they do not really put into questie>q 
their claim that ' there is no center of imperial power. ' 3 1 .  To be 
sure, the first part is dedicated to examining the characteni 
istics of the new wars and they acknowledge the pivotal role 
of the United States. But they refuse to see it as an imperiali141 
power; it is only a unilateralist version of empire which they 
insist in presenting as a decentred network power. The only 
difference is that, while their previous book was very assertive 
about the actual existence of empire, they now insist that 
they are only indicating a tendency manifest in a number of 
contemporary processes. 

How can we explain the success of such a flawed book1 
In the post-political period in which we are living, with neo
liberal globalization being perceived as the unique horizon. it 
is not surprising that Empire with its messianic rhetoric has 
fired the imagination of many people eager to find in the 
'multitude' a new revolutionary subject. Its visionary char" 
acter brought hope in a time where the success of capitali51i1 
seemed so complete that no alternative could be envisage4 
The problem of course is that, instead of contributing to 
working towards an alternative to the current neo-liberllll 
hegemony. Empire is in fact likely co produce the opposite effect. 
If, as I have been arguing, what is needed today is an adequat:tl 
understanding of the nature of the political which will per� 



grasping the conditions for an effective hegemonic challenge 
to the neo-liberal order, we certainly do not find in this book 
the theoretical tools for such an enterprise. What we find is 
another version of the post-political perspective which defines 
the common sense in our post-democracies. To be sure, in 
this case it is a 'radical' version, formulated in a sophisticated 
philosophical vocabulary: hence its appeal to those who pre
tend that the time has come to relinquish 'old-fashioned' 
categories and 'rethink' the political. 

However, despite the Deleuzian terminology and the revo
lutionary rhetoric, there are many uncanny similarities 
between Hardt's and Negri' s  views and the third way theor
ists and cosmopolitan liberals advocating the need to 'rethink 
politics' .  Take for instance the question of globalization. All 
those theorists see globalization as a progressive step whose 
homogenizing consequences are creating the conditions for a 
more democratic world. The demise of the sovereignty of the 
nation-states is perceived as a new stage in the emancipation 
from the constraints of the state. A global polity is being 
established which will permit a new form of global govern
ance. Leaving aside the vacuous rhetoric of the multitude, one 
can perfectly well see Empire as another version of the cosmo
politan view. Indeed, Hardt 's and Negri's insistence on the 
'smooth' character of empire and the creation by global capit
al ism of a unified world without any 'outside' fits remarkably 

well with the cosmopolitan vision. Similarly, their under
estimating of the crucial role played by the United States in the 
imposition of a neo-liberal model of globalization worldwide 
l'himes with the optimistic view held by the advocates of 
global civil society. 

As far as 'sovereignty' is concerned, there is not so much 
difference either between those who celebrate the perspective 
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of a universal order organized around a 'cosmopolitaq 
sovereignty' and the radical ' anti-sovereignty' stand taken in 
Empire. In both cases there is a clear desire to do away with the 
modern concept of sovereignty in the name of a supposed!J 
more democratic form of governance. Cosmopolitan theorists 
would certainly not disagree with Hardt's and Negri 's declar .. 
ation that 'We need to develop a political theory without 
sovereignty' .n 

With respect to the diverse forms of social democratic 
politics, there is a striking convergence between the theses put 
forward in Empire and those of Beck and Giddens. As Michael 
Rustin observed, 'They share with the post-socialists of the 
"Third Way" the view that we now have to accept a new 
individualized, globalized, networked society as the only pos� 
sible basis for future action. though the action they envisage is 
apocalyptic where the reformist post-socialists seek only to 
mitigate and regulate somewhat the turbulences of global 
capitalism, to which they envisage no conceivable alterna., 
tive ' .33  Hence their negative attitude towards the struggles to 
defend the national welfare states, which in the case of Hardt 
and Negri also includes a dismissal of che importance of the 
European Union. 

But it is when it comes to envisaging the way an alternative 
to empire can be brought about chat the anti-political charactet 
of the book clearly comes to che fore, and that its influence 
can have che more damaging consequences. Indeed, for a 
book which presents itself as offering a new vision of radical 
politics, Empire is seriously lacking in political strategy. How 
can one envisage the political challenge of empire by the 
multitude? The multitude, chey say, is a logical hypothesif 
which proceeds from their analysis of the economic, politicaJi 
and cultural structures of empire. It is a counter-emp� 



which is already contained within empire and which will 
inevitably break the constraints that the latter is constantly 
imposing to impede the seizing of sovereignty by the con
stituent power of the multitude. This event, when it happens, 
will indicate a radical discontinuity and constitute an onto
logical metamorphosis opening historicity anew. When the 
multitude succeeds in mutating sovereignty in its own favour, 
a 'new position of being ' will take place and the fullness of 
time will be established through immanentization. An absolute 
democracy of the multitude will then come into being. 

How all this will happen is, as Alberto Moreiras remarks, 
messianically announced but never theoretically established. 
Besides asserting the messianic desire of the multitude, 'Empire 

does not offer a theory of subjectivization; it limits itself to 
stating how the subject, always already seemingly formed, can 
go about assuming its rightful or chiliastic position' .34 All the 
crucial questions for a political analysis are avoided, for 
instance those concerning the way in which the multitude 
can become a revolutionary subject. We are told that this 
depends on its facing empire politically, but this is precisely 
the question that, given their theoretical framework, they are 
unable to address. Their belief that the desire of the multitude 
is bound to bring about the end of empire evokes the deter
minism of the Second International with its prediction that 
the economic contradictions of capitalism were bound to lead 
to the collapse of capitalism. Of course in this case, it is not 
the proletariat any more but the 'multitude' which is the 
revolutionary subject. But despite the new vocabulary, this is 
still the same old deterministic approach which leaves no 
space for effective political intervention. 

Beside bringing some fresh air in a panorama dominated 
by the lack of alternative to the current liberal hegemony, the 
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success of Empire is also certainly due to the fact that it seemed 
to provide a political language for the growing anti
globalization movement. Although various sectors of the trad
itional ultra-left have tried to reclaim those struggles, present11 
ing them as anti-capitalist working-class struggles, a different 
theorization is clearly needed. This is where the Deleuzian: 
vocabulary mobilized by Hardt and Negri can be seductive. It 
allows for the multiplicity of the resistances expressed by this 
global movement to resonate with the notions elaborated by 
Deleuze and Guattari in Anti-Oedipus and A Thousand Plateaus. 

Nevertheless, I am convinced that it would be a serious mis
take for the anti-globalization movement to adopt the per .. 
spective put forward in Empire. One of the main challenges this 
'movement of movements' faces is how to transform itself 
into a political movement putting forward concrete alternative 
proposals. True. the first steps have already been taken with 
the organization of the World Social Forums as well as differ� 
em regional ones. But many important issues concerning the 
future are still undecided and they will determine its shape 
and possibilities of success in the years to come. 

A fundamental issue concerns the type of relation to 
be established between the different components of the 
movement. As is often pointed out, its is a very heterogeneo� 
movement and, while diversity can no doubt be a source of 
strength. it can also pose serious problems. Hardt and Negri 
take i t  for granted that the immanent powers of the multitude 
will defeat the constituted power of empire. Not surprisingll 
they never pose the question of political articulation among 
the different struggles; indeed this is the very question which 
is foreclosed by their perspective. According to them, the fact 
that all those struggles do not communicate, far from being a 
problem, turns out to be a virtue since 'precisely because all 



these struggles are incommunicable and thus blocked from 
traveling horizontally in the form of a cycle, they are forced 
instead to leap vertically and touch immediately on the global 
level' .  35 In consequence, despite its local origin, each struggle 
directly attacks the virtual centre of empire. Hardt and Negri 
exhort us to relinquish the model of horizontal articulation of 
struggles which is no longer adequate and blinds us to the 
new radical potential. No need to worry any more about how 
to articulate a diversity of movements with different interests 
and whose demands might be in conflict. In that way, the 
central question of democratic politics, the question which 
the anti-globalization movement needs urgently to address -
how to organize across differences so as to create a chain of 
equivalence among democratic struggles - this question is 
simply vaporized. 

Another serious problem lies in the very negative way in 
which local and national struggles are envisaged in Empire. 
This is of course in tune with Hardt 's and Negri' s  vilification 
of sovereignty and their celebration of globalization, pre
sented as establishing a 'smooth' space where national sover
eignties and obstacles to the free movement of the multitude 
are being swept away. According to them, the process of 
'deterritorialization' and the concomitant weakening of 
nation-states characteristic of empire represents a step for
ward in the liberation of the multitude and they reject any 
form of politics nationally or regionally based. In their view, 
the valorization of the local is regressive and fascistic and they 
declare that 'The multitude's resistance to bondage - the 
struggles against the slavery of belonging to a nation, an iden
tity, and a people, and thus the desertion from sovereignty 
and the limits it places on subjectivity is, entirely positive' .36 

Were the anti-globalization movement to adopt such a 
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perspective, it would, no doubt, condemn itself to politic� 
irrelevance. Indeed, its future and impact lie in its capacity to 
organize at a multiplicity of different levels, local , nationaJll 
regional as well as global. Despite the claims made in Empire. 
nation-states are still important players and, even if it is true 
that multinational companies operate according to strategies 
largely independent from the states, they cannot dispen� 
with the power of the states. As Doreen Massey stresses, 37 the 
globalized space is 'striated' ,  with a diversity of sites where 
relations of power are articulated in specific local , regional 
and national configurations. The multiplicity of nodal points 
calls for a variety of strategies, and the struggle cannot simply 
be envisaged at the global level. Regional and local forumt 
such as those which have been organized in Europe (FlorenC41 
in 2002 ,  Paris in 200 3 ,  London in 2004) and in many cities 
of the world are the places where a variety of resistances can 
become interconnected and where the 'war of position' - to 
borrow a term from Gramsci - can be launched. Local and 
national allegiances can also provide important sites of resist· 
ance and to dismiss them, refusing to mobilize their affective 
dimension around democratic objectives, is to leave this 
potential available for articulation by right-wing demagogu� 
For the anti-globalization movement to follow Hardt's and 
Negri's advice and to see those allegiances as reactionaJ:t 
would be a serious mistake. 

Against the fallacious picture of a global multitude facing a 
unified empire, a confrontation which will inevitably result in 
the victory of the multitude and ' the invention of a new dem
ocracy, an absolute democracy, unbounded, immeasurable, '38 
the question that needs to be addressed concerns the political 
forms of organizations of the resistances, and this requirel 
acknowledging the divisions existing within both sides. 



Neither the conflicts among the 'desiring machines' of the 
multitude, nor the divergence of interests within the capitalist 
camp should be overlooked. Hardt's and Negri ' s  vision of a 
globalized smooth space, like the cosmopolitan perspective, 
fails to appreciate the pluralistic nature of the world, the fact 
that it is a 'pluriverse' not a 'universe' . Their idea of an 'abso
lute democracy' ,  a state of radical immanence beyond sover
eignty, where a new form of self-organization of the multitude 
would replace a power-structured order, is the postmodern 
form of longing for a reconciled world - a world where 
desire would have triumphed against order, where the imma
nent constituent power of the multitude would have defeated 
the transcendent constituted power of the state, and where 
the political would have been eliminated. Such a longing, 
whatever its version - liberal or ultra-left - prevents us 
from grasping what is the real challenge facing democratic 
politics at both the domestic and the international level: 
not how to overcome the we/they relation but how to 
envisage forms of construction of we/they compatible with a 
pluralistic order. 

TOWARDS A MULTI POLAR WORtD ORDER 

As 1 have argued in Chapter 4, it is the fact that we a.re now 
l iving in a unipolar world where there are no legitimate 
channels for opposing the hegemony of the United States 
wh.ich is at the origin of the explosion of new antagonisms 
which, if we are unable to grasp their nature, might indeed 
lead to the announced 'clash of civilizations ' .  The way to 
avoid such a prospect is to take pluralism seriously instead of 
trying to impose one single model on the whole world, even 
if it is a well meaning cosmopolitan one. It is therefore urgent 
to relinquish the illusion of a unified world and to work 
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towards the establishment of a multipolar world. We hear a 
lot today about che necessity of an effective 'multilateralisrn'. 
But multilateralism in an unipolar world will always be an 
illusion. As long as a single hegemonic power exists, it will 
always be the one that decides if it will take into consideratiOJI 
the opinion of other nations or act alone. A real multilatera1. 
ism requires the existence of a plurality of centres of decisiod 
and some sort of equilibrium - even if it is only a relative one 
- among various power. 

As I have suggested in Chapter 4, we can find importaJll 
insights in Schmitt's writings of the 1 9 50s and early 1 9 60s 
where he speculated about the possibility of a new Nomos of 
the Earth chat could replace che ]us Publicum Europeaum.  In 
an article from 1 95 239 where he examined how che dualism 
created by the cold war and the polarization between capiW, 
ism and communism could evolve, he imagined several pas. 
sible scenarios. He was sceptical about the idea that such a 
dualism was only the prelude to a final unification of the 
world, resulting from the total victory of one of the antagon ... 
ists which would then be able to impose its system and its 
ideology worldwide. The end of bipolarity was more likely to 
lead to new equilibrium guaranteed by the Unites States and 
under its hegemony. Schmitt also envisaged the possibility of 
a third form of evolution consisting in the opening of a 
dynamics of pluralization, the outcome of which could be the 
establishment of a new global order based on the existence of 
several autonomous regional blocs. This would provide the 
conditions for an equilibrium of forces among various large 
areas, instituting among them a new system of international 
law. Such an equilibrium would present similarities with the 
old Jus Publicum Europaeum except that in this case it would 
be cruJy global and not only Euro-centric. It was his favoured 



solution because he believed that, by establishing a 'true 
pluralism' ,  such a multipolar world order would provide the 
institutions necessary to manage conlhcts and avoid the nega
tive consequences resulting from the pseudo-universalism 
arising from the generalization of one single system. He was 
aware, though, that such a pseudo-universalism was a much 
more likely outcome than the pluralism he advocated. And 
unfortunately his fears have been confirmed since the collapse 
of communism. 

Schmitt's reflections were of course motivated by concerns 
very different from mine, but I think that his vision is particu
larly relevant for our current conjuncture. The left should 
acknowlege the pluralist character of the world and adopt the 
multi polar perspective. This, as Massimo Cacciari has argued, 40 
means working towards the establishment of an international 
system of law based on the idea of regional poles and cultural 
identities federated among themselves in the recognition of 
their full autonomy. Cacciari acknowledges the pluralist char
acter of the world and, examining the question of the relation 
with the Islamic world, he warns against the belief that the 
modernization of Islam should take place through Western
ization. Trying to impose our model would, he says, multiply 
local conflicts of resistance which foment global terrorism. 
He suggests a model of globalization constructed around a 
certain number of great spaces and genuine cultural poles 
and insists that the new order of the world needs to be a 
multipolar one. 

Clearly. given the unquestionable supremacy of the United 
States , many people will claim that the project of a multipolar 
world is completely unrealistic. But it is certainly no more 
unrealistic than the cosmopolitan vision. In fact, the emer
gence of China as a superpower testifies that such a dynamics 
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of pluralization, far from being unrealistic, is already at worh 
And this is not the only sign that regional blocs are beinl 
formed, the aim of which is to gain some autonomy and power 
of negotiation. This is for instance clearly the direction that 
several countries in Latin America are taking under the leader.. 
ship of Brazil and Argentina in their attempt to s trengthen the 
Mercosur (a shared economic structure in South America); a 
similar dynamics is at work in the coming together of sevend 
East Asian countries in the ASEAN, and the attraction of such a 
model is likely to grow. 

I do not want to minimize the obstacles that need to be 
overcome, but, at least in the case of the creation of a mulU,.. 
polar order, those obstacles are only of an empirical nature. 
while the cosmopolitan project is also based on flawed theor• 
etical premises. Its dream of a world order which would not 
be structured around power relations is based on a refusal to 
come to terms with the hegemonic nature of every ordea 
Once it is acknowledged that there is no 'beyond hegemonltl, 
the only conceivable strategy for overcoming world dependl 
ence on a single power is to find ways to 'pluralize' hegemoJt. 
And this can be done only through the recognition of a multi• 
plicity of regional powers. It is only in this context that no 
agent in the international order will be able, because of its 
power, to regard itself above the law and to arrogate to itself 
the role of the sovereign. Moreover, as Danilo Zola has 
pointed out, 'a multipolar equilibrium is  the necessary condltll 
tion for international law to exercise even that minimal func• 
tion, which is the containment of the most destructi'llt 
consequences of modern warfare' .  4 1  



Conclus ion 

S IX 

We are today facing decisive years. After the euphoria of the 
1 990s where the final victory of liberal democracy and the 
coming of a 'new world order' were hailed from so many 
quarters, new antagonims have emerged which represent 
challenges that decades of neo-liberal hegemony have made 
us unable to confront. In this book I have examined some of 
those challenges and I have argued that understanding their 
nature requires coming to terms with the ineradicable dimen
sion of antagonism which exists in human societies, what I 
have proposed to call 'the political ' .  

As far as domestic politics is concerned, I have shown how 
the belief in the end of an adversarial form of politics and the 
overcoming of the left/right divide, instead of facilitating the 
establishment of a pacified society, has created the terrain for 
the rise of right-wing populist movements. By suggesting 
that the solution lies in fostering the agonistic character of 
politics through the revitalization of the left/right distinc
tion, I do not call for a mere return to their traditional 
content, as if the meaning of those terms had been fixed once 
and for all. What is at stake in the left/right opposition is not 
a particular content - although as Norberto Bobbio pointed 
out it certainly refers to opposing attitudes with respect co 
social redistribution1 - but the recognition of social division 
Jnd the legitimation of conflict. It brings to che fore the 
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existence in a democratic society of a plurality of interests 
and demands which, although they conflict and can never be 
finally reconcilied, should nevertheless be considered as legit· 
imate. The very content of left and right will vary, but the 
dividing line should remain because its disappearance would 
indicate that social division is denied and that an ensemble of 
voices has been silenced. This is why democratic politics is 
by nature necessarily adversarial. As Niklas Luhmann has 
stressed, modern democracy calls for a 'splitting of the 
summit', a clear divide between the government and the 
opposition, and this supposes that clearly differentiated 
policies are on offer, giving the possibility for citizens to 
decide between different ways of organizing society. 2 When 
social division cannot be expressed because of the left/righl 
divide, passions cannot be mobilized towards democrati<I 
objectives and antagonisms take forms which can endang� 
democratic institutions. 

THE LIMITS OF PLURALISM 

To avoid any confusion, I should specify that, contrary to some 
postmodern thinkers who envisage a pluralism without any 
frontiers, I do not believe that a democratic pluralist politiq 
should consider as legitimate all the demands formulated in a 
given society. The pluralism that I advocate requires dis
criminating between demands which are to be accepted as 
part of the . agonistic debate and those which are to be 
excluded. A democratic society cannot treat those who put its 
basic institutions into question as legitimate adversaries. The 
agonistic approach does not pretend to encompass all differ· 
ences and to overcome all forms of exclusions. But exclusiona 
are envisaged in political and not in moral terms. Some 
demands are excluded, not because they are declared to be 



'evil ' ,  but because they challenge the institutions constitutive 
of the democratic political association. To be sure, the very 
nature of those institutions is also part of the agonistic debate, 
but, for such a debate to take place, the existence of a shared 
symbolic space is necessary. This is what I meant when I 
argued in Chapter 2 that democracy requires a 'conflictual 
consensus ' :  consensus on the ethico-political values of liberty 
and equality for all, dissent about their interpretation. A line 
should therefore be drawn between those who reject those 
values outright and those who, while accepting them, fight 
for conflicting interpretations. 

My position can here appear similar to that of a liberal 
theorist like John Rawls, whose distinction between ' simple' 
and 'reasonable' pluralism is also an attempt to draw a line 
between legitimate and illegitimate demands. However it 
differs significantly from Rawls's: he pretends that such a 
discrimination is grounded in rationality and morality, while 
I claim that the drawing of the frontier between the legitimate 
and the illegitimate is always a political decision, and that it 
should therefore always remain open to contestation. 3 Taking 
my bearings from Wittgenstein, I assert that our allegiance 
to democratic values and institutions is not based on their 
superior rationality and that liberal democratic principles 
can be defended only as being constitutive of our form of 
life. Contrary to Rawls and Habermas, I do not attempt to 
present liberal democracy as the model which would be 
chosen by every rational individual in idealized conditions. 
This is why I envisage the normative dimension inscribed 
in political institutions as being of an 'ethico-political' 
nature, to indicate that it always refers to specific practices, 
depending on particular contexts, and that it is not the 
expression of a universal morality. Indeed, since Kant 
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morality is often presented as a realm of universal commande 
where there is no place for 'rational disagreement' . This is, 
in my view, incompatible with recognizing the deeply plur
alistic character of the world and the irreducible conflict of 
values. 

It is clear that my position on the limits of pluralism has 
implications for the current debate about multiculturalis'IJI 
and it  is worth spelling out some of them. First, we need to 
distinguish among the different demands collected uncle» 
the multiculturalist label between those which concern the 
recognition of strictly cultural mores and customs and those 
with a directly political nature. I am perfectly aware that this is 
not an easy thing to do and that there will never be a de.finic 
tive, dear-cut and satisfactory solution. But one can establish a 
rough distinction between a set of demands whose satisfa.o
tion can be granted without j eopardizing the basic liberal 
democratic framework and those which would lead to itS 

destruction. This would be the case for instance with 
demands whose satisfaction would require the implemelltJ 
tion of different legal systems according to the ethnic origlQ 
or religious beliefs of groups. There are no doubt certaiXll 
special cases, like that of indigenous people, where exceptiOJlll 
can be made.4 But legal pluralism cannot become the .norm 
without endangering the permanence of the democradl 
political association. A democratic society requires the all&
giance of its citizens to a set of shared ethico-pohtitll 
principles, usually spelled out in a constitution and embocUtd 
in a legal framework , and it cannot allow the coexistence of 
conflicting principles of legitimacy in its midst. To belie\11 
that, in the name of pluralism, some category of immig� 
should be granted an exception is,  I submit, a mistake whiah 
indicates a lack of understanding of the role of the politi� In 



the symbolic ordering of social relations. Some forms of legal 
pluralism have no doubt existed, as for instance in the Otto
man Empire with the 'millet system' (which recognized 
Muslims , Christians and Jews communities as self-governing 
units able to impose restrictive religions laws on their own 
members) , but such a system is incompatible with the 

exercise of democratic citizenship which postulates equality 
for all the citizens. 

A PLURALISM OF MODER'NITIES 

When we move from domestic to international politics, we 
encounter a very different type of pluralism which it is neces
sary to distinguish from the liberal one. The first type of 
pluralism is characteristic ofliberal democracy and it is linked 
to the end of a substantive conception of the good life and rhe 

assertion of individual liberty. This pluralism is embedded in 
the institutions of liberal democracy, it  is  pare of its ethico

polirical principles and it has to be accepted by its citizens. But 
there is also another type of pluralism, a pluralism which 
undermines the claim of liberal democracy to provide the 

universal model that all societies should adopt because of its 
superior rationality. Such a pluralism is the one which is at 
stake in the multipolar project. 

Contrary to what liberal universalists would wane us to 

believe, the Western model of modernity, characterized by 
the development of an instrumental type of rationality and an 
atomistic individualism, is not the only adequate way of relat
ing to the world and to others. It might have gained hegemony 
in the West, but, as many critics have pointed out, even in the 

West this is far from being the only form of sociality. It is in 
this vein that intellectual historians have begun criticizing the 
monolithic idea of the Enlightenment and have revealed the 
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presence of a multiplicity of diverse enlightenments of ten in 
rivalry amongst themselves and which have been displaced by 
the rise of capitalist modernity. 

Examining the diverse enlightenments which are now 
recognized as constitutive of European history - civil, meta
physical, neo-Roman, popular sovereignty and civic - James 
Tully argues that the question 'W hat is Enlightenment?',  which 
was formulated within the Kantian tradition as a transcen
dental question with a definitive transcendental-legislatiV41 
answer, should be de-transcendentalized and respecified as a 
historical question 'with diverse small (e) enlightenm.ea1 
answers, each relative to a form of self-proclaimed enlightene4 
subjectivity acquired through the exercise of a particular ethos 
and its cognate political practices '. 5 However, it is not enougJ:t 
to limit the enquiry to Europe because, once the historical 
character of the question is recognized, we have to admit that. 
no more than a definitive transcendental answer, can it receive 
a definitive historical one. Therefore, as Tully suggests 'the 
problematization defined by "What is Enlightenmendl 
should no longer be confined to endless discussions of the 
rival solutions within Europe and against the background of 
the European transition to a modern system of sovereign states 
and its successive modifications'. 6 

I think that Tully's reflections about the possibility of 
non-Western enlightenments are crucial for the formulatiall 
of the multi polar approach. Indeed such an approach requirft 
us to accept that there are other forms of modernity than 
the one which the West is trying to impose worldwid9 
irrespective of the respect of other histories and traditions. Tu 
defend a model of society different from the Western one 
should not be seen as an expression of backwardness and 
proof that one remains in a 'premodern' stage. It is higb 



time to abandon the Eurocentric tenet that our model has a 
privileged claim on rationality and on morality. 

A MESTIZA CONCEPTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

What are the consequences of this 'pluralism of modernities' 
for the notion of 'human rights' which is so central in today's 
liberal democratic discourse? As we have seen, human rights 
play a key role in the cosmopolitan project of a worldwide 
implementation of liberal democracy . Indeed its main tenet 
is that the universalization of human rights requires other 
societies to adopt Western institutions. Should such a notion 
be discarded in a multipolar world? 

My position on this subject is that thinking in a pluralist way 
requires problematizing the idea of the universality of human 
rights as it is generally understood. I agree with Boaventura de 
Sousa Santos, who asserts that, as long as they are conceived as 
'universal· .  human rights will always be an instrument of what 
he calls ' globalization from above' .  something imposed by the 
West on the rest of the world,  and that this will fuel the clash of 
civilizations. 7 In his view, the very question of the 'universality' 
of human rights indicates that it is a Western cultural, question, 
particular to a specific culture, and that it cannot be presented 
as a cultural invariant. He does not conclude, however, that 
this is a reason for rejecting them and, while acknowledging 
that human rights policies have often been at the service 
of economic and geopolitical interests of the hegemonic 
capitalist states, Sousa Santos affirms that the discourse of 
human rights can be articulated also in the defence of the 
oppressed. He stresses the existence of a counter-hegemonic 
human rights discourse, articulated around cultural specificity 
and different versions of human dignity, instead of resorting 
to false universalisms. He advocates a ' mestiza' conception of 
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human rights that would reconceive them as 'multicultural' 

allowing for different formulations according to differen 
cultures. 

Sousa Santos follows the approach of Raimundo Panikkai 
who argues that, in order to understand the meaning o 
human rights, it is necessary to scrutinize the function the 
play in our culture. This will allow us later to ascertail 
whether this function is not fulfilled in different ways in othe 
cultures. 8 In Western culture human rights are presented a 
providing the basic criteria for the recognition of humai 
dignity and as being the necessary condition for politic:a 
order. The question we need to ask is whether other culture 
do not give different answers to the same question; in othe 
words, we should look for functional equivalents of humai 

rights. If we accept that what is a t  stake in human rights is th1 
dignity of the person, it is clear that this question can bi 
answered in a diversity of ways. What Western culture call 
'human rights' is a culturally specific form of answering thi 
question, an individualistic way specific to liberal culture am 
which cannot claim to be the only legitimate one. 

This seems to me a promising perspective and, like Panikka 
and Sousa Santos, I insist on the necessiaty of pluralizing th· 
notion of human rights, so as to prevent them becominj 
an instrument in the imposition of Western hegemony. 'TI 
acknowledge a plurality of formulations of the idea of humai 
rights is to bring to the fore their political character. The deball 
about human rights cannot be envisaged as taking place in 

neutral terrain where the imperatives of morality and ration 
ality - as defined by the West - would represent the onl 
legitimate criteria. It is a terrain shaped by power relation 

where a hegemonic struggle takes place, hence the importanc 
of making room for a plurality of legitimate understandings. 
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WHICH EUROPE? 

I would like to conclude these reflections about the political 
by asking: what should be the place of Europe in a multi polar 
world? Is a truly political Europe possible, a Europe which 
would also be a real power? Is it even desirable? Clearly, this is 
a strongly contested issue among both the left and the right. 
Let us examine the reasons why many people on the left do 
not see this eventuality in a positive way.9 Some of them 
identify Europe with the Western capitalist hegemonic project 
and argue that a political Europe cannot be more than an 
internal struggle inside the West between two powers fighting 
for hegemony. The only difference would be that Europe, 
instead of following the United States, would become its rival. 
Even if I believed that the end of the unipolar world would be 
a positive development, this is of course not the kind of 
Europe that I advocate. The establishment of a pluralistic 
world order requires discarding the idea that there is only one 
possible form of globalization, the prevalent nee-liberal one, 
not merely having Europe competing for its leadership with 
the United States. For Europe to assert its identity, it is the very 
idea of the 'West' that must be questioned, so as to open a 
dynamics of pluralization which could create the basis for 
resisting nee-liberal hegemony. 

Others on the left are suspicious of European integration 
because they believe that the nation-state is the necessary 
space for the exercise of democratic citizenship which is put 
in jeopardy by European institutions. They see the European 
project as the Trojan horse of nee-liberalism and as endanger
ing the conquests realized by social democratic parties. I 
do not deny that there is some ground for their distrust of 
current European policies, but their mistake is to think that 
they could resist nee-liberal globalization better at the 
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national level. It is only at the European level that one can start 
envisaging a possible alternative to nee-liberalism. The fact 
that, unfortunately, this is not the direction that the European 
Union has taken, far from making people withdraw from 
European politics, should convince them of the importance of 
pursuing their struggle at the European level so as to influence 
the future shape of Europe. 

The internationalists, as we have seen, oppose the idea of 
a political Europe because they are critical of all types of 
frontiers and regional forms of belonging. They celebrate the 
'deterritorialization' created by globalization which, in their 
view, establishes the conditions for a truly global world with
out borders, where the 'nomadic multitude' will be able to 
circulate freely according to its desire. They claim that the 
construction of a political Europe would reinforce the ten
dency to establish a 'fortress Europe' and increase the existing 

discriminations. Such a possibility should not be dismissed, 
and in a Europe that defines only itself as competitor to the 
United States, this would be likely to take place. But the situ
ation would be different in the context of a multipolar world 
in which big regional units would coexist and where the 
neo-liberal model of globalization would not be the only one. 

While there is a general agreement among those on the left 

who advocate the idea of a political Europe, that it should 
promote a different civilizational model and not merely com
pete with American hegemony, it is also true that not all of 

them accept the multipolar vision. For instance some liberal 
universalists, who consider that the Western model of liberal 
democracy should be adopted worldwide, also advocate a 
political Europe, which they conceive as showing the way that 
all other societies should follow. What they defend is in fact a 
cosmopolitan project since they assert that Europe represents 



the vanguard in the movement toward the establishment of a 
universal order based on the worldwide implementation of 
law and human rights. This is for instance the way in which 
Habermas conceives the European project. 1 0 His call to the 
Europeans in 2003 after the invasion of Iraq to unite and 
oppose the violations of international law and human rights 
by the Bush government was certainly welcome. Yet, while 
agreeing with him about the need co create a strong Europe, I 
do not follow him in envisaging this move as a first step 
towards the creation of a cosmopolitan order because I do not 
accept the universalist premises on which such a vision is 
based. 

In my view a truly political Europe can exist only in relation 
to other political entities, as a pare of a multipolar world. If 
Europe can play a crucial role in the creation of a new world 
order, it is not through the promotion of a cosmopolitan law 
that all 'reasonable ' humanity should obey but by contribut
ing to the establishment of an equilibrium among regional 
poles whose specific concerns and traditions will be seen as 
valuable, and where different vernacular models of democracy 
will be accepted. This is not to deny that we need a set of 
institutions to regulate international relations, but those 
institutions, instead of being organized around a unified 
power structure, should permit a significant degree of plural
ism; pace the cosmopolitans, the aim cannot be the universal
ization of the Western liberal democratic model. The attempt 
to impose this model , deemed to be the only legitimate one, 
on recalcitrant societies leads to presenting those who do not 
accept it as 'enemies' of civilization, thereby creating the con
ditions of an antagonistic struggle. To be sure there will still 
be conflicts in a multipolar world but those conflicts are less 
likely to take an antagonistic form than in a unipolar world. 
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It is not in our power to eliminate conflicts and escape our 

human condition, but it is in our power to create the prac

tices, discourses and institutions that would allow those 

conflicts to take an agonistic form. This is why the defence 

and the radicalization of the democratic project require 

acknowledging the political in its antagonistic dimension and 

abandoning the dream of a reconciled world that would have 

overcome power, sovereignty and hegemony. 
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On the Political is a provocative discussion of third way 

thinking which should be essential reading for anyone inter

ested in understanding the challenges facing democratic 

politics at the start of the twenty-first century. 

Chantal M ouffe brings to the fore the shortcomings of the 

post-politica l approach which argues that  the adversar ial  

model of  politics has become obsolete a n d  that  it is now 

time to  th ink beyond left and right. She sh ows how fash ion

able notions Like partisan free democracy, cosmopolitan 

democracy, g lobal  civil society and good governance, refuse 

to acknowledge the a ntagonistic dimension essential to the 

polit ical.  

Drawing on examples such as right-wing po pulist parties 

and the new forms of terrorism that h ave emerged, Chantal 

Mo uffe forcefu lly argues that democrat ic  po litics must have 

a partisan character and that we should resist the pressure 

to make us think in terms of r ight  and wrong instead of right 

and left. 

On the Political also reveals the cruc ial  role played by 

passions in politics and stresses the importance of creating 

forms of collective identification a round democratic objec

tives. 

n Mou is  Professor of  Political Theory a t  the Centre 

of the Study of Democracy at the Unive rsity of West m inster. 

She is the author of several books including TI D 1c 
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